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I ¡ITRODUCT I ON

In the Book of Revelations, John records his vision of
being given a small book which was sçreet to the taste but

bitter in the digestion. In much the same wêyr GUtLIVER'S

TRAVELS INTO SEVERAL REI'IOTE NATIONS OF THE WORLÐ by Jonathan

Swift are a true satura lanx, a delight to read but ultimately
difficult to stomach. Readers of all ages have feasted on

these stories of little people and giants, of a ftying island
and of tal-king horses, only to discover with time and

subsequent re"readings, that the sense of transÞarent satire
gives way to rra darke conceit," a disturbing allegory which

resists easy interpretation. Even as readers are dazzled by

Swift's wizardry with language, they are repellecl by his
vision.

That the story has engendered such controversy would

probably have delighted Swift were it not such a tragic
demonstration of the very point he was making in rThe Argument

Against Abolishing Christianity.r' The failure of readers in
understanding this ironic parable shows the extent to which

readers of his own tirne, not to mention our own, had forgotten
the cêntrat tenets of Christianity.

This thesis proposes a Christian reading of the fourth
book, in an attempt to provide that orthodox foundation that
gives swift, the ironist behind Gulliver, that air of
unassailabLe confidence. It proposes to discover the implicit
assumptions that allotve¿ Swift as satirist and ironist to
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transcend the impasse, to avoicl the cleadlock of being forced
to choose between Yahoos and Houyhnhnms. For, reacìers can

sense that Swift has not fallen into the sa,,ne trap as the

hanless Gulriver-=even those readers and critics who conciernn

Sr^rif t for his misanÈhroÞy see that it is of a different orCer

than Gulliver¡ s. t¡lhat then is Swift's vantage Doint? ¡rhat

distance from the text is he able to assume that his
persoective can remain unclouded by the sight of yahoos ancj

Houhyhnhnms? I,ihat ¡rrno1y,, has he taken ttìat seems to keep him

untroubleC b1u the contradictions and vexations the rest of us

face in trying to make the pernicious choice between a vision
of a rational and well- ordered society achievect by a race of
horses as onnosecl to the Cenravíty of creatures all too

recognisably hurna n ?

As in PLato, the philosophical and ¡retaphysical problem

about hhe nature of man is formulated in the vivid anrl

unforgettable images of myth. Howêver, Swift has reversed the

PHArDRUS myth of bhe triÞartite soul in rrhich reason is
gicturecl as a charioteer trying to control lhe well-shaped

horse of the r.¡iIl and its mis=shapen partner, the aDÞetite. In

the Fourth Voyage, the horse has kicked over the traces, taken

over the reins and turnecl the charioteer into the beast of
burclen. It is not only that things are in the saddle anrl ride
mankind, but that we have become burdened by, enslaveci by our

notions of rationality. However, the either-or of Lhe FoLlrth

Voyage remains. The fourth book, since it juxtaposes images of
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rational Houyhnhnrns and <ìe¡raveC yahoos, Doses the key

question: V¡hat is the rational basis for human self-esteen? ts
there, in fact, a rational basis for hr¡nan self-esteem, or are

vre rnerely clelu<ìinq ourselves? Is the gride vre take in our
snecies nerely unreflective hurnan chauvinism?

Gulliver's TRAVTìI,S is a gosÐel because iÈ is the

record of one man rvriting to reform the manners of the hunan

râce. But unlike the Chrístian gospel, it is nôt an

evangeliurn; it is not qoorl news for man; it is bad news, a

dysangel, as in ¡lietzsche's ,'God is rJea<ì,' Þarab1e. l.{otJever,

the nev¡s vrhich GulÌiver hrings bâck f rorn his conversion a:ìong

the !.!ouyhnhnrns is even nore extrerne because it is nev¡s not of
the deâÈh of cod but of the death of thê hunan oerson. In

CULLMIF I S TRAVELS, the personhoori of côd f ades into the

backgroun<ì anri seems â renote consicleration as .the rearìer

struggles to preserve the iCea of the hu¡nan as person, The

rejection of hunan v¡orth is so extrerne as to ororluce â

resistance in the reader who in the very act of finding fault
with Gulliver's impeccable reasoning, bub all hoo neccable

conclusions, is forced tô re=discover the truths of
Christianity or to invent a reasonable facsi:niIe. The TpAVr:lLs

thus beco"ne a forn of Christian anoloqetics, unorthoclÕx not in

their content but Ín their f orm.

Traditionally, Christian apologetics provi¿ir-s a

.lefense of the truths of the faith by reasoned argrìlnent. lle
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can assume that Swift rejected this form because traditional
apologetics can become so quickly outdâted âs later and more

ingenious arguments are devised to refute what seemed the

unassailable logic of an earlier and less sophisticated age.

Indeed, Svrift frequently advised friends not to engage in
debate to refute atheistic argument. In both the "Letter to a

Young GentlemanI and also in "Thoughts on Reì- ígion" he

expresses his disapproval of such controversies. This aversion

to supplying the enemy camp with fuel for the fire,
undoubtedly led S\¡rif t to a subversive approach. Instead of

constructing a traditional defense, Sv¡ift chose, in every

sense of the r"rord, an offensive strategy of attack.

Swiftrs apologetics is unorthodox because it does not

set out to rescue ChrisÈianity from unbelievers, to defend it
against attack. In this sense, the absence of a spirited
defense of Christianity is Swift's admission that the battle
had already been lost. It would. appear that he has conceded

the end of Christendom, the end of the Christian consensus on

the unique nature and the unique value of the human. The

TRAVELS then årgue from a _fg.!g accompl i , showi ng the

consequences for the individual once this Christian paradigm

is lost.
Ir'ha t is it that Swift was railing against? What vrãs the

great danger that he foresat¡? After the perspective of two

hundred years, it should certainly be easier for us than for
any previous age to understand the depth of his concern and
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accuracy of his prediction. Modern reaciers misunderstand Swift
by persisting in seeing him as anti=intellectuaI, as soroeone

who by temperament was inpatient both with scientific research

and witb metaphysical speculation. The prestige of science and

technology of our time makes Swift seem rather a spoilsoort,
something of a reacÈionary who could not foresee the brilliant
acheivements which woulcl emerge f ro¡n the early beginninos of
the RoyaI Society. But in the tv¡entieth century we must not

unCerestimate Swift's critique. As heirs of the Enlightênment,

we should be able to recognise that the nrice glestern

civilisation has oaicl for scientific achievement, in both the

natural sciences as well as Èhe social sciences, has been thg

orogressive desacral ization of nature an<j the dehurnanisation

of the in<jividual. Indeed, by the nineteenth century, the

enchantment ,rith science had resulted in what Schiller called
the proqressive clisenchantment of the worlrl (t.tarrinqton 115).

t{hen CULLIVERTS TRAVitLS was oublished in L726, Lhe hopes for
the Enlightennent oroject, in Alasdair Maclntyrers suggestive
phrase, had never been brighter. yet, before Èhe century clreç¡

to its close, the young Jean-Jacoues Rousseau had become a

public figure with the publication of his prize-winning essay

for the French Acâdemy in which he rejected the thesis that
science and technology had benefited human society. In the

figure of Gulliver, Swift prophetically anticipated the

movement from enlightened optimism to skerrticisrn about human

civilisation. HÕwever, Svrift¡ s vision of the yahoo macìe it
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impossible to adopt Rousseaur s solution, in rçhich the heroic
and romantic vision of Reason gives 'lay to nostalgia for the
greater dignity and moral stature of the Noble Savage.

The i rony of the TRAVELS oroduces a del i berate
distortion in the vrây vJe see things in order to make visible
our habits of oerception--our perceptive habíts__which are

invisible to us. This technique has been dubbed "ophtalmia"
for it allows us not only to see, but also to see the theory
of perceÐtion r,¡e are in fact using (Kroker lO9). We do not see

the norms by which we are judging unless they have been

exposeci in <Jramatic fashion either by being used in
inaporopriate contexts or vrith inappropriate results. on:
exanole f rorn many in the TRAVELS will illustrate the point. On

returning both from Lilliput anC also fror Brobdinonag,

Gulliver has some cornical experiences in re-adjusting to
normal human scale. Having been a giant among niniature
humans, he recounts how he offended everyone by his habit of
trêating them as if they were smaIl. The reverse happens when

he returns from Brob<lingnag. On the surface, the cletail seerrs

plausible, until of course one realizes that the human eye

simply does not make mistakes of this kind. Looking ât someone

at eye level, it is imnossible Co assume that one can in fâct
step on top of them. But Gulliver's theory of optics,
obl-ivious or "blincl" as to hovr intricate and sensitive the eye

actually is, nredicts this kind of behaviour, with the resutt
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that experience is then made to fit the expectation. Thus,

there is considerable irony in GulIiver's recounting this to
show how "Habit and prejudicetr affect the hurnan mind. Sr"¡if trs
irony inverts the observation so that we see that in fact, his
habits and prejudices about the way the eye should perceive

and should react, make him quite literally discount the
evidence of his eyes.

This notion of a theory being made to fit pre,conceived

ideas is now a commonplace in philosophy of science. The bias,
rather than the objectivity, of the researcher is now

increasingJ.y taken f or granted. Sr,.rif tts unconventional view

has become the conventional wisdom. Stephen Jay Gouldrs

valuable study, aptly titled THE MIS-MEASURE OF MAN, is one

relevant example, but so also are the seminal works of Michael
PoIyani, Thomas Kuhn, Gregory Bateson and others. Il]

The emerging empirical method of the seventeenth

century sought to produce clear and distinct ideas about the

wor).d, but in fact had to presuppose clear and distinct ideas
about reality in order to do this, as Blake's weII- known

example of thê five-guinea sun makes clear. The richness and

complexity of experience had to be ignored in order for the

enterprise to succeed. But this reductionism vras not done

provisionally; the abstraction v¡as taken to be the accurate
represêntation of reality, rather than a highly stylized one

for the limited purpose of empirical investigation. Atthough

the distinction beween the observer and the observed aLlowed
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for factual observation, too often it turned what was being

observed into dead and lifeless matter. Not only do we murder

to dissect, but we then mistake the corpse for the living
organism. Living organisms become ,,merely" animated cadavers,
lacking only the single missing ingredient of Iife. Thus, in
Book Three, Swift gives us a prototype of the mad scientist
trying to animate dead matter. In the Academy at Lagado, one

of the projectors, having tortured a dog to death as part of
an experiment, thinks he can resurrect it simply by reversing
the procedure.

What the TRAVELS as apologetics set out to do then is
not so much to put up a fight for the truth of Christianity so

much as to fight for the nature of man, for the value of the

human as seen by Christianity. The irony of the TRÀVELS uses

the corrosive satire as a çþ neqativa, irnmunizing readers to
the rationalism of the age by giving them the germ of the
disease in a virulent form. GuIliver's categorisation of the

human as in fact the sub-human, or sub-rational , seems derived

from unassailable logical reasoning. yet in Gulliver's
rejection of the human and ín his ovrn subsequent

self-loathing, Swift takes rationalism and skepticism further
than anyone else had dared to do. Cartesian rationalism
assumes the value of the human but doubts thê existence of the

self. Swift, more malicious than Descartes' malicious demon,

asks, "why stop at doubting human existence, vJhy not doubt

human value?rr The result is that Swift has managed to create a
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situation to which wêr as readers, remain permanently

allergic, instinctivefy rejecting as alien ãnd absurd this
bleak and pessimistic view of human nature and the human

condition. l,JhiIe the text initiates us into the disease,

exâctly in the manner of a vaccination, (albeit with strain
of horse rather than cow) , at the same time it also seems to
contain its own antigens, in that they do not fight the

disease but instead a1low the body to crèate its own

antibodies. Simiì.arly, with the TRAVELS, it is Èhe reäder who

must complete the process which Snift' s irony has begun.

ParadoxicaLly, this partnership with the reacier thus testifies
to Swiftrs implicit fâith in human nature with its instinctive
sense of self-preservation, as weIl as inherent common sense.

The ingenious irony of the TRAVELS has struck
generations of readers as a game, as a trap and as a riddle.
Indeed, Swift admitted as much when he wrote to pope that his
aim was to vex rather than to divert his readers. ,'To vex"

perhaps alludes to Bacon's concept of Natura vexata. nature
annoyed, in which the experimenter will rrvexrt Nature so as to
create a situation in which only a tyes' or 'no' could be

given in response. Swift's ironic parable seeks to subject his
readers to similar duresss, forcing them to bring all. their
beliefs to the fore in order to choose betleen yahoo and

Houyhnhnhm. Swift has devised a clever new orgânon of
reasoning, which repeatedLy reduces the conventional wisdom of
the enlightenment to a reductio ad absurdum. The irony of the
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TRAVELS is thus a kind of ingenious machine in which laughter
is the beginning of theology, in Reinhold Niebuhr's phrase.

I\thile laughter (or outrage) aIlows every reader to escape,

only the password "Christ" allows the reader to knoer why.

Since the Fourth Book has received many Christian
readings and because they have caused general dissatisfaction,
it is these readings we must first examine.

NOTES

1. Thonas Kuhnrs STRUCTURE OF SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTIOÞIS is
weLl known, but also Michael polyani, pERSONAL KNOWLEDGE,
corrected ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago press, 1962),
Gregory Batesonr s work in STEPS TO AN ECOLOGY OE MIND,(Loncion: Paladin, 1973i New york Ballantine, L9721 . Morris
Berman provides an excellent discussion of the issues created
by the cartesian paradigm on scientific and metaphysical
thought in THE REENCHANTMENT OF THE WORLD (New york: Bantam
Books, 1984; orig. pub. CorneIl University press, 19Bl).
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CHAPTER ONE

Criticism of Swift generally founders on the problem of

the interpretation of the fourth book of

The central problem of how to infer the

GULI IVER I S TRAVELS.

satiric norms Swift
expected the reader to discover is succinctly described by

Wayne Booth:

Unless there has been some permanent loss of clues to
meanings which were clear to Swift's contemporaries, we must
conclude that either Swiftrs norms are too complex or that
their relations with Gulliver's opinions åre too complicated.

Even if we conclude that the fourth book has been left
to some degree indecipherable, we may, of course, go along
with the current fashion and praise Sv¡ift for his ambiguitie!
rather than condemn him for his inconclusiveness. But
whichever side we fall on, we should be quite clear that the
ambiguity $re accept will be paid for by a loss of satiric
force. Unless r¡re are quite sure that S\,rift valued subtleties
and ambiguities more than effectiveness in delivering a
simpler message, we must entertain the possibility tt.t
somebody - -çbe ther author or reader--has gone astray (Booth
320*1).

The difficulty of discovering the satiric norms is
compounded by the unusual circumstance that they may not have

been any more accessible to Swift's contemporaries than to
generations of readers since. While the TRAVELS enjoyed

considerable succes,s, the satire vexed as much as it diverted.
Swift of course was not bothered by this but in fact declared

that to be his aim, that he \,¡rote for "the amendment not the

approbation of readers.rr But this only increasås the mystery.

For Swiftrs moral purpose, whatever it may have been, seems

outereighed by the unleashing of an unparalleted pessimism,

which is difficult to reconcile rvith either common sense or

h'i th Christian fa i Èh.
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The TRAVFII S have f r*oquently prompted a religious
indignation in readers who susDected thaL Sv¡ift under the veil
of satire on the dignity of the human was quilty of vrhat

Thackeray significantly called its "blasphemy. " This vievr of
Swift's satire is apparent very early in the history of Swíft

cribicism. John Royle, Earl of Orrery (I7521 reluctantly
discusses the Eourth Voyage in order ', to assert the

vindication of human nature, an<l thereby in some measure to
pay my duty to the great author of our species, who has

created us in a very fearful an<1 a very wonclerf uI rnannerl

(Foster 7l). Orrery feels that I'Swif t deduces his observatíons

from wronq principles" in the land of the Houyhnhnms because

he has chosen to describe "the soul and the body in their most

,:iegenerate and uncultivated state" (72). "The true source of

Ievil] is often owing to Èhe want of eclucation, the inclulgence

of parents or to sone other bad causes, vrhich are constantly
prevâLent in every nation" (73).

Deane svrifte (I755), on the other hand, cìefends "all
the sarcasrns of the Doctorrr who as a "nreacher of

righteousness, a vratchman of the Christian faith
accountable for his talents and obligeC to warn the innocent

as well as terrify the wicked . . . can hardl], be exoected to
keep silent in the face of sins" (Foster 74-75). Incleed, the

torrential catâlogue of sÍns Iisted by Deane Sr.rifte rivals
similar Iists in Swift's own ç¡ritinqs.

By the Èlrentieth century, St^Jif t's satire was no longer
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seen as being necessarily at odds !,¡ith Christian values.

However, readings which found the TRAVELS consonant with
Christian. values did so by placing them within the history of
ideas. The first such study, T.O. f^ledel's flOn the

Philosophical Baekground of GULLMR ' S TRAVELS,' (1926 ) , f ound

'rSwift's view of man . . . is essentially the view of the
classical and the Christian tradition . any fair
definition of that tradition absolve Is] GULLIVER 'S TRAVELS

from the charge of being an isolated example of misanthropy"

(WedeI 94).

Paradoxically, while Wedel does not believe that Swift
holds a christian view of man, he nevertheless feels that the

best comment on the TRAVELS is Sainte-Beuvets description of
Christianity: "the unhoped-for way of escape to safety" in the

face of 'the feeling of sadness" caused by "seeing human

nature as a fallen human nature, exactly as do Hobbes, La

Rochefoucauld and Machiavelli" (Wedel 94). wedeJ.rs conclusion,
however, confuses Swift with the Hobbesian materialism he

consisitently attacked rather than with the christian longing

to escape from the Hobbesian view. This confusion itself
illustrates an important problem posed by the text since
Sainte-Beuve seems to be suggesting thât while.the desire for
the Christian escâpe route is understandable, it nevertheless

represents an irrational hope rather than a rational belief.
Presumbably, if Christianity represented a rational. belief,
Sainte-Beuve hi¡nself would sureLy have adopted it. Thus, an
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inplicit assumption behind such criticial readings is the

equation of Christianity with unreflective optimism and the

ecruation of rationality vrith nessimism. !.te thus find in this
innocuous quotâtion, brought in to supDort an orthodox
Christianity, the very rlualism which undermines it. Âccorcling

to this view, Swift anC other tough-mincìed rationalists have

the couraqe of their oessirnism; they are capable of
readings of the facts of nature, whiÌe others seek a "sof ter,,
interpretation. Incleed, this is the imolicit philosoohical
assumption underlying the use of the ,'hard/sof t" readings ín

Swift criticisrn (Ctifford 33, 5O) . WhiIe !.terlel,s discussion is
heloful in provÍ<ìing the philosophical context for ahg

TRAVELS, his argument does nôt make cLear on what grounds

Swift can be def encling the Christian position while holcling an

essentially Cisillusione,l view of hunan nature. Indeed, ceorge

Orr.¡e11 f incls Swift's dark satire to be objectionable because

it adheres to the Christian moral scheme witbout offering
Christían hone. The TRAVfìLS were "Christianity minus an

afterliferr (Orwel l 184).

CríticaI studies afLer 195O, by Kathleen t"¡illiams,
Ernest Tuveson, and SâmueI Holt Monk variously stress the

limitations Swift seems to be placinq on reason by exposing

the Houyhnhnms to coinic absurdity. Kathteen r¡rilliams finds
thaÈ "in Gulliverrs Travels there is not onJ.y a traditional
Christian nessimism; there may well be a positive Christian
ideal in the behaviour of the goocl humans, though iL is
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Þresenteci erith Srçif t's habitual obliouity ancl restraint"
(l^IilIiams 203).

It was, hov¡ever, Irving Ehrenoreisrs reacling of the

TPAVELS as a satire aqainst <ìeisrn v¡hich iniLiâted the lengthy

críticaI controversy as to r^¡hether it was âDDroDriate to read

Swiftrs satire in terms of religious allegory at alI. Drawing

on the evídence of Swift's sermons, anri reminrling reaCers of
Sv¡ift's faithful execution of his responsibilities as pastor

for nore than fifty years, Ehrenpreís f inrls that both the

rvritincls ând the Iife "confirm thisl devotion to his faith and

his caIIing" (Fhrenpreis 248). Ehrenoreis then concludes that
\.ihile the uouyhnhnms "emboriy traits which Swift admirecl , they

do not represent his moral icleal for rnankind th;
houyhnhnms conbine stoic an<1 deistic viev¡s of human nature

==vier¿s aqainst which, ISwift] as a devout angtican, fouqhtrl
( Dhrennre is 2-¿6 ) .

This reaciing of the TRAVELS pro:npted strong

disagreernent by Louis Lanrla, RicarCo euintana, Ceorge Sherburn

ancl R.Sì. Crane. Louis Landa as early as I946 hacj in fact
suggested that the fourth book of bhe TnAVELS is "in its
imolictions Chrisbian aDologetics, though of course in
non=theological terms" (Voight I34). ¡tevertheless, in

commenting on Ehrenpresisrs argument, he felt that to regarcì

the Houyhnhnrns as reDresentative of deism v¡as to f al-l into a

"semantic trapl in which rrthe Ianguaqe of rational ism" is
identif iecl v¡ith "the substance of deism" (Landa 269). sthile
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Landa agreed that thê sermons throw light on the TRI\VELS, he

felt that Part IV vras concerned with "more lirnited issues, in

which man is considered in terms of his private and public

virtues, an appraisal of him as a mundane domestic, political

and social creaturê. The tr"ro orders cannot be fused so neatly

without subtly transforming Swift's íntention't (Landa 269).

ceorge Sherburnrs influential article, 'rErrors

Concerning the Houyhnhnmsrr (1958), also took exception to

Ehrenpreis's reading: "At stake here are moral and

psychological concêpts: there is no hint of an interest in the

Christian revelation, as Ehrenpreis seerns to assumerr (Sherburn

26r) .

Ricardo 0uintana also rejects Ehrenpreisrs

interpretation of the TRAVELS' as a satire against deism: "In
Part IV Swift was not expounding the grounds of Christian
belief; he was writing great satire, the chief theme of which

is the moral dualism of man, a being not rationale, only

rationis capax." (Quintana 257). R.S. Crane's "The Rationale

of the Fourth Voyagert (1955) rejects the notion that Swift

"neant his story to be a contribution to Christian
apologetics" (Crane 149). Indeed, he goes on to make the

strong assertion that if the Fourth Voyage were. an anonymous

work, it would be rrnearly impossíb1e . . . for a good scholar

to prove, by internal evidence, that its writer r./as a

clergyman with strong orthodox convictions, or even a

Christian at a11." (Crane I49). Instead the meaning of the
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satire is self-evidently "suggested by the text itself . .

the basic terms of reference in the Voyage are psychological

and moral in a broadly human and non-sectarian sense" (Crane

148).

Calhoun Wintonrs reading of the TRAVELS as the story of

"Conversion on the Road to Houyhnhnmland" (1960) sees the work

as rra satiric presentâtion of the what Swift regarded as the

new rrenlightenedrr reLigion (often referred to loosely then as

nolr as rrCeismir) and a defense, couched in swiftian irony, of
Augustinian Christianity" (Winton 271). Winton, assumes ,,as

proved . that Svrift was a practicing believer in
institutional Christianity . . . and that Gulliver is not

Swiftrr (2,"1) . Winton's assumptions aIlow him to notice the
parody of reJ.igious conversion, especiaJ.ly in culliver's
Ieaving of his Houyhnhnm Master as "a luclicrously comic parody

of the catholic Christíah kissing the ring of a bishop or

pope." (278). Ho\¡rever, lVinton is puzzled as to why Svrif t, out

of respect for his readers, did not "raise signposts as Bunyan

did?'r (28O) In thís, he echoes Crane's stronger objection that
had Svrift wished to write theological allegory, ,'the material
for a satirical defense of religion vrere certainly in his
possessionI and would have been made :nore obvious to readers

(Crane 149). As to Swiftrs motive for concealing the true
subject of his satire, I{¡inton offers three explanatÍons:
rrliterary tact, Swift's ingrained love for a hoax, his
changing literary audience (i.e. one in which Swift's
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religious vievrs rvere Cecreasingly acceDtable) " (2BI).

Despite the objections voicecl by Sherburn, Crâne and

others to reading the Tp.4\¡ELS as religious satire or

theological aLlegory, recent criticism has seen an increasing
number of readi.ngs in rvhich the theme of religion is seen to
be a part of the satire. Dennis Torlcl's reading of Book Three

in rrLaDuta, the r¡lhore of Babylon ancl the Iclols of Sciencer,l

(1978) uncovers a pervasive pattern of niblical alIusi.on
(Todd). Robert Foll(enf likrs ','Ho:Ilo Atludens' in the Eighteenth

Centuryr rr (l-o82) proposes an explanation for the obliqueness

of religious issues ín the TRAVEf,S. "It has frequently been

objected to religíous interpretations of the Fourth Voyage

that there are no explicit references to reLigion of the sort
we might expect to find if Si+if t's intention rvere to inculcate
Christian doctrine. yet culliver's lack of religious concerns

neans that S(,¡if t cannot have his speaker explictly deal rvith

religion ancl he must rnake his ol¡n viervs knoln through irony
. . . and other forms of implicit meaning, incluclinq allusion"
(231). In an article in yrLToft STUDIES (1985), Jarnes Falzanaro

argues that allusions to anC echoes of PARÂDISE LOST in the
TRAVELS offer rea<lers rra normative context" enabting then ,,to

conpare GulLiverrs actions and attitudes with those of Sâtan

in his rebellion and falt, as I'reIl as to contrast Gulliver's
travails arnong the Houyhnhnins r,¡ith tbe central Christian
paradigrn of .Adân's sin, f a1l, r3pentence, and redenpti.on"

(lalzanaro L79). ¡tore recently, Anne llct?hirr has argued that
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rrGulliver is not animal-e g!!gþ, and not even merely animal

rationis aapax. He is also. . .animal feligiosum" (Mcvlhirr

384). For Mcþ7hirr, GulIiver constructs a false religion: rrThe

treatise he writes is no Bible, but it evokes the Bible and

related contexts more than critics have recognisecl', (Mct{hirr

384 ) .

The difficulty critics have had with Christianity as a

solution to the puzzle posed by the TRAVELS has stenmed from a

Iack of consensus as to what constitutes Christianity. All too

often in discussions of Swift, Christianity is taken to mean

merely assertion of the doctrine of original sin. On the other

hand, the i ntroduct ion of concepts such as grace and

redemption seems too abstract and remote both from the text
and from poor culliver's isolation in the stable with his
stone-horses. Moreover, valuable discussions such as Monkrs

'rPride of Lemuel Gulliver,'r or R.M. Frye's essay on the yahoo

as a traditional symbol of sin, presuppose religíous
categories which are not specific to Christianity but are

common to both Judaism and Islam. In any case, the text would

still seem to lack any specifically Christian consolation.

Furthermore, such readings do not answer the objection that
Swift could have been masking his misanthropy with the

language of traditional Christian invective. Thus, such

Christian readings do not put to rest the suspicion that in
the TRÃVELS, Slvif t felt free to give his agnosticism the

unusual lati tude afforded by imaginary geography, that
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latitude which Hawthorne claimed as the peculiar freedom

offered by the romance genre. Critics skeptical of Christían
or rrsof trr readings of the TRAVELS, thus imagine Swift the

fiction-maker agnostic where Swift. the Christian thinker and

writer, followed the more orthodox line. Interestingly, this
would be to see Swift, rather as Blake saw Milton, as of the

devil's party. The angry reactions of readers such as

Thackeray , Scott or cosse, that thê satire r¡ras blasphemous

and obscene seem, hor.rever, preferable to the modern acceptance

of such imagined bad faith on the part of Serif t.
But if we can grant provisionally that Swift was

writing in good faith, how are we to define the Christian
doctrine he v¡as defending? Here what we need to remember is
that it is not the doctrine of original sin which defines

Christianity, but rather the key doctrine of the Incarnation.
It is this which is the distinctive and the defining

characteristic of Christianity and central to a1l. Christian
creeds, the common denominator which C.S. Le$/is labelled "mere

christianity.rr Seen from the perspective of God's incarnation

as man, the doctrine of original sin then takes on a different
significance. The figure of Christ supplies the missing

standard which the text requires. Surprisingly, Tuveson,

despite his sensitive reading of the TRAVELS within the

context of the issue of the rrabandonment of the whole great

Christian traditionr" can nevertheless assert that "We see

then there can be no true rsatiric normr r no pattern of human
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perfection against vrhich defects are setr (Tuveson lO9 ) .

Flowever, this overlooks the concept of Christ as the Ì,lew Adam

which does precisely this; this not only asserts a new norm

but promises it as attaÍnable by human beings. Accordíng1y,

the figure of Christ provídes the implicit norm by which

GulLiverrs all too easy acceptance of the inflated claims of
Lilliputian monarchs and Houyhnhnn masters of being "The

Monarch of ¡4onarchsrr and r,the perfection of naturer" can be

seen wíthin their true satiric perspective.

Accordingly, without the perspective of the Incarnation
of Christ, we are forever trapped in the encì1ess and

unresolvable debate betvreen the pelagianism ef the Houyhnhnms

r,¡ho can do no wrong and the Augustinianism of the yahoos who

can do no right. I^Iha t the Incarnation allows us to assert is
that if cod did not disdain taking on human flesh, then man

need not disdain it either. If the word could become flesh and

dwe1l among us full of grace and truth, then human nature is
something infinitly more than mere yahoo flesh. Incleed,

salvation by the christ allows the shedding of the oLd

guilt-ridden nature to be rrborn againr as ',a new creature in
Christ.rr The reader must thus supply the missing Christian
context in order for Swift's satire to come int.o proper focus.
This does not involve the searching out of some obscure dogma,

but merely recalling the Christian story itself, in which as

Dorthey Sayers has aptly remarked, the drana is the dogma.

Interestingly enough, but not so surprisingly, the idea
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of incarnation suqgests itself quite naburally and occurs

frequently in discussions of the Fourth Voyage, not, however,

as Christian doctrine but rather as metâphor. Thus, A.¡1. Dyson

finds the f{ouyhnhnrns trto be the incarnation of Swift's actua}
Þositives, and the very standard against which the yahoôs are

tried and found wanting" (Dyson 163). SimilarIy, Charles peake

finds the Yahoo rris an incarnation of Èhe Icleal Absence of
Reason as the Houyhnhnm is the incarnation of Irleal. Reasonfi

(Peake 296). Indeeri, oavicl ì,tokes in a discussion of Swif t's
puns f incis that SwifÈ's methorì "transubstantiaLes words into
Ithings' ." tJokes points out that vrhile this stylistic device

resembles Joyce, more accurately these ,,are not so ¡nuch

epiohanies as incarnations, a constant process of words

becorning flesh" (¡tokes 46 ) .

It is important to note, howevêr, that it is only in
the Christian doctrinal sense that the metaDhor of v¡orrls or

abstract concepts becoming flesh acquires its exDlanatory
force. Thus, to speak of the Houyhnhnms as "the embodiment of
reason" does not expLain their function in the way that the

more allusive 'rincarnation,, seems to Co. However, the very

explanatory power of the metaphor creates ciiff iculty. Having

made the lJouyhnhnms incarnations of something allows them the

divine status of Man's final Judc;e, a status which endows the

Houyhnhnm with aII the righteous sternness of a cod, without

however the J-oving uncierstancling of a Creator for his
creatur-ãs.
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But granted that the metaphor can be used meaningfully

apart from a Christian context, to assert that the Houyhnhnms

are incarnations of reason is merely to assert that they are

sound minds in sound bodies. A more remarkable manifestation
of the metaphor would be the willingness on the part of the

Houyhnhnms or GuIliver to become incarnated as yahoo. The true
signíficance of the fncarnation is not just the combination of

mind and body, but the willingness to take on the burden of
being human. Divorced from the Christian doctrine of
Incarnation, in which both Love and Lar,, become f1esh, the

doctrine of the Houyhnhnm as the incarnation of an ideal
ultimately can only lead to despair. Unlike the figure of
Jesus who as the new Adam represents both an attainable ideal
and the means by which it might be attained, the Houyhnhnm can

only represent an unattainable ideal.. Moreover, while thê new

Covenant through Christ allowed for the salvation of aIl
people, the gospel according to Gulliver's Houyhnhnm Master

means the Yahoo, no matter hor,r virtuous, will forever be an

outsider. GuLliver, the "gentle yahoo,,, wilL forever be the

Gent i le Yahoo.

For culliver, however, this Christian context has been

obscured or forgotten so that the word 'Christiant is merely

another way of saying a civilised European. Thus, in Book

Three, when GuIIiver appeal-s to the Christianity which he and

the pirates hold in common. he is appealing to the sense of
fair p1ay, to a common understanding of the rules of civilizdd
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behavi.our. Although GuIIiver is far from home, he wouId

nevertheless like to maintain those rules in the isolation of
the high seas. Faced with mutiny, he has no recourse but to
appeal to a universal standard. This conflict between the
i¡nmediate local ethical situation and an ethic with binding
universal norms in a1I times and a1I places is a major theme

of the TRAVELS. hlhen Sherburn says that the satire of the

TRAVELS is involved with the state but not with religion, he

ís interpreting the issue too narrowly. For the ultimate
political question is the problem of authority and obedience.

Isaiah BerIin has calIed this trthe central political
question--the question of obedience and coercion. Why should I
obey anyone else?"' (Harrington 3). yet this very question of
obedience and authority is also at the beart of the story of
the Fa11, \^rith I'Manrs f irst. disobedience.,' The genesis of
political power as well as its moral authority invariably
involves issues which transcend the immediate and visibLe
power of the state. Determining from $rhat source the state
derives its power or what that source should be takes us to
the heart of ontological questions abouÈ the nature of human

existence. Is it free or is it rletermined? I{hat is or should

be the relationship bet\.reen the order and harmony of the
cosmos, of nature and the human community? In the First
Voyage, GulJ.iver starts his narrative with his ov¡n birth, but

in t il1iput, the narratíve necessarily begins .in medias res.
The doctrinal disputes of the Big Endians and the Little
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Endians are of long historicaL standing. but if we were to
depart from the Horatian dictum and begin qb gyp- we would

find ourselves confronting the very cosmic egg. Accorclingly, to
consider how we have arrived in the historicaL present at our

ideas of power, justice and the nature and value of the human

is to fÍnd ourselves considering .the origins and the originals
of things. In one form or another, these questions are posed

by the TRAVELS; they take us to the heart of darkness, to
stories, theories, and myths about the genesis of the human.

The review of the criticism the satire has received has

shown that even when explicitly Christian readings of the

TRAVELS are denied, a Christian vocabuJ.ary stripped of its
theological content nevertheless enters into the discussion of
the satire. ThÍs ín itself is highly significant, suggesting
not so much a lack of philosophical rigour as an intuitive
response to suggestions inspired by the text. Nevertheless,
given the various ways in which the incarnation metaphor is
employed, if one is willing to âCmit the Incarnation as an

explanation at one level of the text, may it be extended to
the others? To limit the concept to metaphor rather than

doctrine seems arbitrary since the doctrine must be

presupposed in order for the metãphor to make .sense. Once a

concept is introduced, the entire context is irnplied if only
to make grammatical sense. Swift may not seem to be speaking

of Christianity, but as my quotations shor,v, if Christiãn terms

must be employêd to make sense of the satire, we may well ask
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what there is about. the text or the linguistic contêxt that
consistently provokes this kind of critical vocabulary. Once

again we are caught in the problem vrhich Sv¡ift has createci: r,re

can speak of Yahoos and Houyhnhnms grammatically and can

construct a nurnber of seemingly meaningful statements about

them. But trying to speak of them logicalJ.y reguires
introducing ä logos, a philosophy. Indeed, whether vre are

conscious of holding such philosophical assumptions, every

utterance v¡e make about these fictional entities implies a

theology or a metaphysics which is, nevertheless, a response

to theological issues.

The TRAVELS as a whole, and the Fourth Voyage in
particular, make us alvare that the problem of togical identity
cannot be divorced from the problem of grammatical identity
which in turn cannot be divorced from th.e problem of

existential identity. !.¡hen logic becomes divorced from

Christian values, we become embroiLed in the very problems

between rhetoric and truth which bothered Socrates and which

Christianity managed to keep at bay until the advent of

Cartesian dualism. Exposing this dilemma, by allowing the

reader to discover the conflict and the confusion posed by a

non-Christian 1ogos, becomes one of the tasks of Swiftts
apologetics.

But if it is Swift's purpose to write a kind of

Christian apologetics why does he go about it this way? His is
the difficulty of writing a persuasive argument for a
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Christian philosophy of human nature in an age which is,
however, ostensibly Christian. Faced with this paradoxical

problem of defending something no one thought vras being

attacked, he chose to parody the modern mínd set, to show the

inevitable consequences of unbelief, by showing what happens

when Gulliver, an ordinary good man, accepts the emerging

modern paradigm with unquestioning faith. It is instructive to

conpare Swiftrs solution with that of Kierkêgaard $rriting at a

later time but in a comparable situation. Like Swift,
Kierkegaard also chose to propound the philosophical and

religious dilemmas confrontíng the Christian through irony,
adopting an ironic mask and attributing the putative
authorship of his texts to various fictional personae. Reading

Kierkegaardrs explication of the way irony works with Swift in
mind is extremely i1l-uminating. In A CONCLUDI¡fc UTTSCIENTIFIC

POSTCRIPT, Kierkegaard contrasts the usual methocl of the

orthodox champion of Christianity with that of the ironist.
Thinking of Svrift provides the concrete exa¡nÞle v¡hich

clarifies Kierkegaard's point. The passage is lengthy but

deserves quotation in f u1l:
An orthodox champion fights in defense of Christianity

with the most frightful passion, he protests with the sweat of
his brow and with the most concerned demeanor that he acceptsChristianity pure and simple, he wiLl live and.die in it--ànd
he forgets that such acceptance is an alL too general
expression for the reLation to Christianity. He does
everything in Jesusr name and uses Christ's name on every
occasion as â sure sign that he is a Christian and is calleãto fight in defense of Christendom in our age--and he has no
inkling of the little ironical secret that a man inerely by
describing the "how" of his inwardness can show indirãct1y
that he is a Christian without ever mentioning cod's name. A
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man becomes converted t'lew yearrs Fìve precisely at six o,clock.¡¡ith that he is fully prepared. Fantaitically decked out withthe fact of conversion, he no$J must run òut and proclaim
Christianity . . in a Christian land. 'deIl, of coursà, even
though we are all baotized, every man rnay well need to becomea Christian in another sense. But here is the distinction:there is no lack of information in a Christian 1and, somethingelse is lacking, and this is something which the one Ínâncannot directly communÍcate to the other. And in suchfantastic categories would the man work for Christianity; andyet he.Þroves (just in oroportion as he is the nore busy insoreacìing and spreacting) that he hi:nself is not a Chrisiían.For to be a Christian is something so rleenly reflected that itdoes not admit of the aesthetical rlialectic which allows one
man to be for others v¡hat he is not for himself. On the other
hancl , a scoffer attacks Christianity and at the same tíme
expounds it so reliably it ís a pleasure to read him, and one
who is in oerplexity about finding it distinctly set forth mayalmost have recourse to him (Kierkegaard S42-3) .

Swift then is in the position of the woulcì-be orthodox

champion of Christianity who must Þreach to an age which aoe"

not lack information about Christianity but lacks something

else. The ironist def encling Christianity, hovrever, is obliged

to vex his reader with absurd doqmas ancl irrational creeds,

hoping the reader will re.rliscover the true doctrine and also
clíscover why it needs to be asserted. Accorclingly, Sv¡i ft
employs the stratagern of using Culliver not so much as a

"scofferrr of Christian faith but as the promoter of a ner¡,

creed, the Houyhnhnrn gospel . This neld gospel accordincJ to
GuIliver, parodies Christian renunciation in reguiring the

renunciation of hunan superiority as a rational anirnal. And

yet, this new creecl , this new humility of the self as no more

than corrupt Yahoo, in its ironic parallels with Christianity,
becones, as with Kierkegaard's scoffer, al¡nost a "distinctly
set f orth'r exposition of the Christian creecl . Swift as teacher
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is not so much expounding truth, as providing both Gulliver
and the reader with the situations in which the truth might be

Iearned. Needless to say, GulIiver draws one set of inferences
from his experiences, the reader, however, must draw another.

Thus far however, I have been assuming my hypothesis

about Swift's apoì.ogetics to be true. But can it be proved?

R.S. Craners skepticism about the TRAVELS not providing such

internal evidence still remains. How we can track cìoern the

real meaning of the ironist, if in fact such real meanings

exist, thus becomes crucial. How are we to adduce our evidence

for Christianity in the TRAVELS? There are tr,ro kinds of
evidence which we must consider: the macro structures of genre

and the micro structures of Ianguage. cenre includes the

TRAVELS as parody of various Christian texts, not only gospel

narrative but also as confession; .the micro structures of
language, will entail consicleration of Sr^¡if t's styLe and his
characteristic insertion of the telling detail.

Sínce this predilection for detail is one shared by

Kierkegaard, it will. be useful to start with these

m i c r o - I i ng u i s t i c cIues. Here, thê distinctions Kierkegaard

makes between the details which concern the ironist as opposecl

to those which are dearest to the earnest expounder of
doctrine become relevant. The distinction apolies not only
between the ironist and any speaker, but between the ironist
and the persona created. Kierkegaard rer?eatedly emphasises

that penetrating the meaning of irony depends on ,'how"
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something is said rather than merely "what" is being saici:

A1l ironical observation depends on paying attention tothe rrhow" whereas the gentleman with whom the- irónist has the
honour to converse is attentive only to the rwhatr. . . Theironist is then on the v.ratch, he is'of course not looking outfor v¡hat is printed in large lettêrs or for that which by thespeakerrs diction betrays itself as a formuLa (our speãker,srrr,rhat'r) , but he is looking out for a 1itt1e subordinatè clausewhich escapes the gent).emanrs haughty attention, a 1ittle
beckoning predicate, etc., and now beholds with astonishment(g1ad of the variation-*in variatione voluptas) that the
gentleman has nÕt that op i ñTon-lÉEÉ- h al1 his vital forcehe persuades himself that he has, he may do everything for it
in the quality. of_talebearer, he may risk hís life for it, invery much troubled times he may cariy the thing so far aå tolose his life for this opinion*-with that how the deuce can fdoubt that the man had this opinion; and yet there may have
been living contenporaneously v¡ith him an ironist who even inthe hour when the unfortunate gentleman is executed cannotresist laughing, because he knows by the circumstantial
evidence he has gathered that the man has never been clear
about the thing himself (Kierkegaard 543).

There are two possibiLities in this double-edged irony.
First, that Svrif t is writing fully conscious of the ironies
surrounclíng Gulliver, in which case cuIliver, in keeping nith
Kierkegaard's opinionated gentleman, unconsciously betrays, ât
every turn, values which are the very opÞosite of those he

Professes. Thus, for all GuIliver's I i teraL protests that
human beings are Yahoos and beyond redemption, the text in
fact deconstructs the very beliefs the narrative promotes.

This dichotomy between intention and belief is built into the

text and is crucial to understanding the irony since Gulliver,
the misanthrope, in writing the TRAVELS is hoping to reform

the Yahoos. In this reading of the TRÀVELS, the reacler need

only follow the clues scattered throughout the text by Srvift,

the obliging ironist. The second possibility is that Swift has
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aclopted a thoroughgoing philosophical pessímism devoid of any

theological trappings, thereby resembling fierkegaard,s

'runf ortunate gentlemanrr who has so convinced the world of his
beliefs in the matter that "how the cleuce can [anyone] doubt

that the man had this opinion.'r But given this situation, it
is the reader who becomes the skeptical ironist. Srvif t may be

granted his ironies, but ultimatety it is the reader who is
the ironist and who can be ironical at Sv¡ift's expense,

because the reader 'rknows by the circumstantial evidence he

has gathered that the man lswift] has never been clear about

the thing himself .', Stated in this fashion, however,

Kierkegaard's two possibilities make it obvious that it is
\highly unlìke]y that, Swift, a pioneer and a måster of irony,

would have been unaware of the central irony posed by his
text.

But the strong and paradoxical assertions which

Kierkegaard makes regarding Èhe way irony works remain valid
and indispensable in understanding the irony of the TRAVELS.

Furthermore, Kierkegaard's concept of irony posits a special
relationship between the ironist and the expounder of
Christian cioctrine. Accordingly, one of the implications of
Kierkegaard's analysis is that strong language which puts

forth belief 'rin" something or belief ,'¡5.¡'ì something is
true¿ conforms, almost in spite of the speaker, to the
characteristics of religious language whose primary function
is to assert that certain propositions about Goci, the universe
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and the human situation are true. Ironically, then, Gulliver
in trying to write a convincing and credible narrative about

non-existent fictional beings, v¡hether Lilliputians or
Iìouyhnhnms, nhether Brobdingnagians or Strulclbruggs is engaged

in an enterprise which recapitulates the problems posed by

Biblical narrative. In so far as he also expects his book to
convince readers of thê errors of their ways as yahoos, and to
lead to a universal reformation of human nature, he also finds
himself in the situation of the evangelist. Moreover, his very

expectations in this regard are an ironic affirmation of the
Judeo-Christian tradition the TRAVELS seem to exclude.
GuIliver, in expecting his book to change the worJ.d, shares in
the Judeo-Christian conception of tl" irnportance of the
written word and its power to change human behavÍour. His

naivete that the change could be . effected in six months

indicates his blissful ignorance of the fact that aLthough the
Bible has been successful in changing the world ove! the
course of thousands of years, Ít has been singularly ì.acking

in universal success.

Thus, both Gulliver's expectation of the power of the
writtên word, as well as his subseguent clisappointment, point
to the larger realm of matters about religious belief and

unbelief, and imply the very religious text aná tradition they

ignore. Not only does Gulliver, as author, unwittingly
recapitulate the task of writing Biblical narrative, but the
unwary reader is subtly drawn into fornrulating a
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thus
points up the problem of truth-claims posed by language which

is divorced from outside referents. culliver, as gplendide

mendax, has thus written a text which exhibits alI the
properties of the Liarrs paradox writ large. If it is true
that human beings are irrational, immoral and unteachable
brutes, then how can one use moral language to convince them

of this truth? If one can use their own moral language to
convince them of their immorality, then it cannot be true that
human beÍngs are irrational and unteachable. Buitt into the
text of the TRAVELS, then, is the conundrum at the heart of A

TÀLE OF A TUB: how is literature as an endless order of erords

related to the order of the Word?

If strong language about beliefs betrays an unconscious

similarity to religious Language, the genre of storytelling in
the TRAVELS bears a further ironic resemblance to Biblical
narrative as well. The TRAVELS belong of course to the genre

of the travellerts tale. Ostensibly, Iike these other accounts

of travels to remote regions, it is intended as rimprovingrl

literature. Travel Literature, by means of describing vrhat is
to be admired in the customs, the habits, the foods, and

social arrangements of other cultures, is intended Lo improve

the life of European society by urging their aåoption. At the

sarne time, the trâve1ler,s tale tends to subvert the authority
of Christianity, by treating it as one religion among many. As

such, ChristianiÈy is seen as no more than the native European
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culture. TraveI literature, by shor,ring that religious worship

is universal and at the same time so diverse, tended to
present religious ritual as merely a matter of arbiÈrary human

custÕm and preference rather than based on any ultimate truth.
Thus, travel Iiterature has a hidden religious sub-text. Since

the claim such Literature makes on the reader is a truth-claim
based on an eye=witness account of otherwise incredible
experiences, they have an ironic resemblance to RibLical
narrative, and particularly to New Testament narrative.
Swiftrs parody of the genre will make this covert aspect of

travel literature overt. The irony cuts both ways, since both

the writer and the reader of travel literature are guttibì.e
and credulous. The writer has not been sufficiently attentive
to the philosophicat presuppositions of non-Christian
societies, and the reader is all too often easily misled into
making "scientific" generalizations about human nature based

on these accounts.

But the TRAVELS are also a form of autobiography, and

given the nature of the fourth Book, the account of life among

the Houyhnhn¡ns, the TRAVELS are also a spiritual
autobiography. As such, they bear an ironic resemblance to
Augustiners CONFESSIO¡tS, the archetypal example of the genre.

Like the CONFESSIONS, the TRAVELS recount the process of a

conversion. although ironically, instead of being a pilgrim,s
progress¡ they are a pilgrim's regress. Augustine recounts how

in becoming a Christian he was delivered from the endless
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debate of Manicheism. culLiver, on the other hand, begins as a

nominal Christian only to move into 1.,Íanicheism, into the
pernicious dualism betvTeen yahoo an(l Houyhnhnn. t4.H. Àbrams

has pointed out that Augustine's cor.rEEssIor'rs orovides the
proviclential nlot for r,Rornantic philosophy" which retains
"traditionaL Christian conceDts. but demythologized"
(Àbrarns 91). UnIíke, the Romantics, however, r,rhat Gulliver
retains are the traclitional Christian concepts of sin but a

blindness to Èhe nroviCential design. IJence, one of the major

ironies of the TF¡VELS is Gulliver's obliviousness to the

fairy=ta1e quality of his life in vrhich adventure after
adventure is f ollor+ed by haopy and incredible rescues. This
rl--mythologi zed christianity in the TRAVELS accounts for the

difficulty reaCers hâve had in decJucing Swift's Christianity
in as obvious a fâshion as ere can in a v¡ork which takes
religion as ân overt thene. HÕwever, Gulliverrs language

unconsciously echoes Biblical language so that Christian myth

is reintroduced unexpectedly into SwifÈ's text, .ìs the
cliscussion in Chapter Trvo wíll shorv.

SwifÈ has thus createcl a parable dernythologizeri of its
christian content' yet one which unknov¡n to the narrator stirl
conveys a strong Christian element through assocíation at the
level of languaqe. To Kierkegaard. language retains orthoclox

notions no matter hovr unorthorlox the soeaker. And although
Kierkegaard in this work, Coes not mention HegeI as an arch

exarnple, .Abrams specifically cliscusses FtegeI in this context
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of how Christianity becomes transformed into ohilosophy. In

the case of Hegel, orovidential design is transformecl into a

non=Christian dialectic or logic. In the case of CuIIiver,
divine jtrdge¡nent of hurnan sin and corruption is translated
into an anthroÞology which Leads inevitably into rnisanthropy.

tJntiI the fourth book, culliver hacl the secular optimisrn of
his aqe clerived fron Christianity. Since the tendency after
Swift ís aIl the other way, that is, Christianity strippecl of
its theology but. retaining nevertheless an optimistic
nhilosonhy of history anrl of human nrogress, sç.Jif t's rnethod is
to create a suprerne counter-exarnpLe in GuIIiver. Àfter
encountering the yahoo, Gulliver cannot maintain such faith in
the orogressive enlightenrnent possíble for the hu¡,ìan race.

The irony of the TRÀVEI S then posits both a certein
situation an<l at the same tine initiates a counter*argu.nent

v¡bich a11or.¡s us to see tr^¡o parallel points of view=-Gulliver,s
oospeJ. anci Swiftrs Christian apologetic. As such, this
sirle=by-sicie cornÞarison resembles the parabolic structure of
the ¡levJ Testament oarables. It is the listener of the parable

r.¡ho must comÞIete the open*en<ied design, who must grasp in
just vrhat way an old famil iar story is being given a new

interpretíonl' a new tr.rist. The surorise of discovery, the
pleasure of realizing that the storytelLer is counting on

oners own native intelligence gives the oarables their
enduring por.rer. The structure of the TRAVELS then has the

structure of ironíc parable. This is particularly true of the
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Fourth Voyage: I'tew Testarnent parables frequently conform to a

certain pattern, as in the Kingdom of Heaven parables for
example, in which finding the treâsure in the field, or the

pearl of great príce forms the basis of the comparison. Thus,

the formula would read rrlf the joy of finding a treasure is
great, how much greater then is the joy of finding the Kingdom

of Heaven.rr The entire fourth voyage could be read as an

extended and elaborate variation of another parable, the

pattern found in the saying ,, If you then, being eviI, knovr how

to give good gifts to your children, how much more shall your

fleavenly Eather give the Holy Spirit to those who ask hirn"

(Luke 11 313). In the Fourth Voyage this pattern is used to
create an awareness that if the Houyhnhnms, who have not

receiveci the benefits of Christian revelation can yet manage

to love one another, to control appetites, to face death with
equanimity and v¡ith no hope of furtlrer reward, then how nuch

more shoul(ì this be true of Christians who have been forgiven,
redeemed and promised the help of a Saviour to reach the

Kingdom of cod.

Gulliverrs encounters with non-Christian civilisations
throughout the TRAVELS thus carry this ironic resonance. l,fhen

the King of Brobdingnag is horrif iecl by Gulliver's offer to

teach him how to make gunpowder and to creàte a mititary
arsenal, he rejects the proposal as if it rvere being proposed

by Satan. I,¡hat the passage suggests is that the

Brobdingnagians <io not have a religious ideology which
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includes a Satanic figure; hence the King can only hypothesize

about this unnamed "eviI genius." ¡levertheless, that the King

can make such a giant leap attests to a rernarkable porver of
inference, all the more ironic since readers can irnmediatel.y

grasp the suppressecl allusion to Milton's Satan. GuIliver,
meanwhile, remains oblivious to the picture of cosmic evil
which has just occurred to the King. Furthermore, the King¡

ignorant of Christian myth but perceptive about human nature,
does not see the use of gunpowder as an inevitable development

in the arts of war. Its invention is therefore not typical of
human nature, but is instead so unnatural as to be demonic.

The efficiency of powder and cannon which kill in greater
numbers is thus a cruel parody of the creativity which seeks

to grovr two blades of grass where only one grew before.
Swiftrs irony thus allows us to see how it is possible to make

accurate inferences about evil without, however, having to
pass through the experience of eviI. Gulliverts response

further shows that vre are so inured to a certain way of
looking at the \,ror1d, in terms of po$rer and mastery and

threats of enslavement or death, that the spontaneous and

immediate reflexes of the King's reaction have been lost.
But the episode reveals an important aspect of Swiftrs

Íìethod, in that the episode poses â moral paradox reminiscent

of the Liar's paradox which characterises the logical problem

posed by Swiftrs Èext as a whole. The paradox is createcl by

the horrifying descriptions of the devasting por.¡er of
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gunpowder. In order to convince a king who has never seen

modern warfare of the effectiveness of such wêapons, GuIliver
has to create vivid images of holocaust and devastation.
Paradoxically, holever, the more remarkable Gulliver's saLes

pitch, thê more remarkable that a sale should ever be made.

The more convincing his proofs of the effectiveness of this
invention, the rnore convincing that it should never have been

invented. Thus, culliver's knowledge of the destructive por,rer

of such weapons should in fact have deterred him from urging
their adoption.

The TRAVELS are prophetic in illustrating the moral
problem posed by technological inventions with so much

compression. It is not only that the offei of the gunpowder as

a military weapon is satanic, but also that the convoluted

moral. reasoning involved is most truly diabolical.
Swift's powerful description of gunpowder ironically

makes us see it as if for the first time. It manages to
horrify us depi.te our familiarity with it and despite our

knowledge that much more powerful weapons have been created.

But Swift is interested in making us see the logical trap the

quest for ultimate power invariably creates. The fictional
situation created by Svrift ç¡ith regard to gunpowder Þrecisely
anticipates the logical and moral dilemma posed for the

twentieth century by the doctrine of nuclear deterrence. Thus,

in Book Three, although the King of Laputa has the po$rer to
crush an entire population, he is cleterred from excercising
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such Dorrer; be is not deterrecl , hor.rever, as tve might expect by

snperior technology. Instead, there is the quite conical
portr?it of the sunrerne and unchallenged technology of the

Flying IslanC being het<ì at bay by the hazard posecl to its
adamantine base by the sticks and stones of ordinary chimneys.

In Kierkegaard's analysis of irony, the ironist
deciphers the true beliefs of the speaker by paying attention
to the stray becl<oning predicate. In the TRAVELS, language

acquires a sense of cross purpose Elhich creates a kincl of
parabol-ic intensity endorving certâin episocles, certain
fragments, too fleeting to even be ]abelle<j as events rvi r a

resonance which seerns quite out of porportion to their
ostensible function in the narrative. E.R. Leavis describes

this "geculiar einotional intensity', in Slvif tts style as "the
disturbing characteristic of his genius'r (Leavis 16). There is
for examole, the curious, of f-hancl observation of Gulliver
that living anong the Houyhnhnms he has learned to eliminate
salt from his diet, realizíng the need for salt is a clecarlent

acquired taste and not at all necessary for survival. The

observation has elicted its share of puzzled cornrqentary. Could

Swif t have rnade a mistal<e or r,ras he satirizing Gulliver's
gullibility, more outrageous because Gulliver .as a ¡neCical nan

should supposeclly know better. But even if the observation is
inserted for purely local satiric effect, it points to some

Iarqer :neaning deriveC fron Biblical a1lusion. "you are bhe

salt of the earthr'r and its corolLary, "but r.¡hat if sa.lt
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should lose its f lavour?rr SaIt not only adds flavour to food,

but also preserves meat from decay. Denying the human need for
salt denies in fact the necessary ¡neans for preventing

corruption. At the same time, Christ's metaphor ironically
points up the fact that the saving action of salt requires
only a small amount to perform an otherwise overwhelming

function. Swift's bland insertion of this detail serves as a

corrective, reminding the reader that GuIliver's despaír at

the overwhelming corruption of human society and his pessimism

about its cure neecls to be taken, after a1l, !.rith a grain of

saIt.

But the notion of parable is relevant to THE TRAVELS in
another sense as well. For the ft e\,, Testament is not only an

account of the parables of Christ but also an account of
symbolic actions which acquire the status of parables. The

Biblical scholar Joachim Jeremias, concludes his discussion of

the parables of Jesus, with the observation that "Jesus did

not confine himself to spoken parables but also performed

parabolic actions" (Jeremias 227).

Extending the notion of parable to include parabolic

actions casts an interesting light on the ironic reversaLs of

the TRAVELS. If we can see Gulliver as proclaiming a neht

cospel , we have GuIliver, in LiJ.liput the eventual saviour of

the kingdom, making his ignominious entry into the city, bound

and fettered. Gulliverrs actions parody the salvific acts of

Christ. Instead of turning water into vrine, he turns wine into
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multitudes, he is fed by them. Instead of the symbolic

cleansing of !he Temple, Gulliver pollutes the Lilliputian
LemDle. '3y contrast with Christ, the Cood Shepherd who shows

tenCer regard for his fIock, Culliver is not the least bit
sentimental, not even about the tiny Lilliputian sheep which,

his ov¡n breeding schenes notvrithstanriing, can have no vafue

apart from their char¡n. Gulliver is a physician, but he is a

heal-er vrho cannot or does not heal. Among the Struldbruggs,
GulIiver, caught up in the possibiliLies offered by

immortality, imagines himself as a tyDe of Christ, an immorLal

teacher surrounded by "a cìozen,' disciples [3.xr21Ol

Fur!hermore, there is consíderable irony in Gulliverr s

relatíonship to the conceÞt of "the child in their micist."
Throucrhout the TRAVELS, Gultiver is often in the position of
being cared for as a helpl.ess infantf even when he is the

giant in Lilliput. tn Book Two, culliver is both chilcl and

larnb, repl-acing Clumdaclitch's slauglrterecl pet. In Book Eour,

Gulliver is outragerl when the yahoo child he has picked up

voids urine in fright; however, the eoisocle ironicall-y recalls
Gulliver's own action Ín LiLliput. euite IiteraLly, Gulliver
was rrthe greatest in their mirìst" and yet during the fire he

di<l what a little boy might have done ancl with the sane

innocent vigorrr, with the result, hor,tever, that he lras nearly

"crucifiecl ." The most significant reversal of aIL, hovrever, is
that Culliver does not choose the humble ass, the symbol. of
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Christrs Deaceful mission, but chooses instead the horse, the

symbol of the militarism of a rulinq cIass, the arrogant,

'rgoverning rational ani¡nal-" of Book Four.

Swift then is in the position of one who realized that
the languac¡e of morality and the whole conceptual structure on

which it was based was in ctrave danger. For this reason,
Culliver is the first rnodern man, who is oblivious of the

epistemological and philsophical and moral premises of his
r^¡orldview. By the very nature of the oroblern, as well âs hy

the ironic strategy Svrift has adopted, the reader may rniss the

religious ârgurnent being worked out in the structure an<j the

texture of the satire. As in Kierkegaarrlrs examole, i,\¡e are hoo

busy being attentive to the rrwhat," rather than the "how.'l
There is in fact such an ungodly olentv in this inventive
satire al)out strange people, places and custoins âs to distract
us from the ironist's deeDer concerns.
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CHAPTER TI^IO

Since the Christian reading of the TRAVFILs is in
dispute, it is r+ell to reÍnember that the problem of unbelief
which characterises GuIIiver is not cief iant atheism or the

skepticism of the seventeenth cenÈury or eighteenth century.
It is complebely rnodern in its indifference to religion. In
his ser¡non, "On Brotherly Loverrr Sv¡ift characterises the

nodern person as the "Moderate If an, in the new meaning of the
Wordr" as "one to whorn all Religion is Inclifferent, who

although he deno¡ninateth himself of the church, regardeth it
as no more than a Conventicler' (Swift b 178). Gultiver then is
not religious as that term might have been understood in
earlier ages; for hirn, Christianity is a matter of custorn

rather than of conviction. Thus, in the Third Voyage, when

culliver anpeals to the Dutch pirate in consideration of their
both "being Christians ancl protestants, of neighboring
Countríes, in strict Alliance," he is really appeating to a

shared European heri tage, rather than a shared cornrnunion.

Furtherrìore, culliver is not only indifferent to religion, he

is irreligious in lacking sensitivity to the noumenal in
existence, what Max t^teber has aotly called being "rellgiously
musicalrr even though Iacking belief in cod (quoted Harrington
10). Gulliver, however, is oblivious to the tonalities of his
experience. Ileverthless, grhen reacJers sense the resonance or

more accurately, perhaÞs, the dissonance, Gulliverrs
individual voyages become ironic versions of the Dattern of
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Christian pilgrimage. culliver's unbeli.ef , then, is not only

characterised by an indifference to religious symbolism ând

to religious concerns, but also exhibits a further
characteristic of unbelíef, Iabelled by JoseDh pieper as

finveterate inattentiveness" (ttarty 26). This phrase Derfectly
captures Gulliver's quality of mincl and makes SwifÈ's
anticipation of this :nodern tyoe aII the more remarkable.

Just as classical mythology providecl the supernatural

element as a backqround in Renaissance epic, so in the

TRAVELS, Christianity as a distan! and familiar ,,rnythology,,

provides the supernatural and the transcendent values by which

the action in the voyages can be understood. Sr,rif t, however,

does not charqe these elements of Christian language anci myth

in the positive manner of Renaissance writers who consciously
borrowecl Creek and Roman nythoLogy to heighten the values of
the text. ltor Coes he draw attention to theÍì in the manner of
Romantic and post-Romantic tJriters to help the reader "r;Iace"
the nev¡ myth of the text with reference to the central
Christían myth it has <iisplaced. Insteacl , these fragments,

these wisps of shared conrnon knowledge about Christianity an.l

the culture, are used c.'uite unconsciously by culIiver, who is
oblivious to their allrrsive Dower. There is a tension betr.reen

Swiftrs awareness of these older meanings ancl Cull iver,s lack

of awareness. while these famÍ1iar words are alive with
meaning for Swift, they have lost their primary meaning for
Gulliver. The reader seeïìs to be invited to regard culliver,s
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usage as normâtive. However, if we try to read as Gulliver
wrÍtes and trêat these allusions as dead metaphor, we are

beset vrith a disruptive sense of anachronisrn. The tensions,

the discordant notes which occur when these words and symbols

are used this way, create an ironic dissonance v¡hich forces

the reader to adj ust, to re- interpret the values. The

technique is one which demonstrates at the level of the single
word or name Ssriftrs thesis that modern usage has fallen arvay

from the original meaning and practice. This ar,rareness is
heightenecl by Sç¡if trs portrayal of Gulliver as translator and

Iinguist.

For GuIliver, as he sets about to master the languages

of the countries he visits, all J.anguages convey much the same

information about eating and drinking and statecraft and

religion. Like thè philosophers who .want to substitute things
for words in Book Three, Gulliver beLieves that the meanings

of words are simple, rather like pointing to things. Indeed,

v¡hen we speak about ostensible meanings of ivords r^re are in
fact quite i.iterally speaking about the finger*pointing basis

of speech. [.tovrever, as Gulliver sets about f in<iin9 these

correspondences, drawing up lists of synonynms in his little
books, we find that these correspondences . are not as

straightforward as they may at first appear. Thus, in Book

Two, Gultiver teLls us tv¡ice that in erob<iingnag, ,,!.¡ednesday

is their sabL¡ath":
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So that for some time I Had but little Ease every dayof the week, (except !.¡ednesday, v¡hich is their srlr¡at¡jalthough I nere not carried to the town (2.ii 9g).

And then again several pages later:

It is thê Custom, that every Ïvednesday, (which as Ihave before observecì, was their Sabbath) , the King and eueen,with the Royal issue of both sexes dine togethei
(2. iii 106).

These sentences seem merely informativer yet another
way in which we must allo$, for specific difference in the

cultures Gulliver vists while acknowledging how they conform

to the universality of customs. As such, the adjustrnent

involved seems no nìore difficult than allowing for the
difference in scale in both Lilliput and nrobdingnag, while
human anatomy nevertheless remains a constant despite the
difference in size. But the analogy doês not quite hold. Once

this innocuous bit of information is exanined, it is not quite
clear what Gulliver means by the sabbath.'r Does he mean that
fttednesdays are a day of public worship? Or does he mean that
this is a day for recreation and leisure? Does the

Brobdingnagian cutture with its temples of go<1s and deified
rulers correspond to polytheistic Rome except in thís one

particular in which it seems to correspond to the ¡nonotheism

of Judaism? In any case, did the Brobdingnagiarì sabbath start
out as a holy day and over time degênerate into a holiday? I{as

it divinely ordained and therefore obligatory? As the
questions proì.iferate, a whole theology (not to rnenÈion a

whole history of theoLogical controversies) is seen to Iie
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behind the sirnple word "sabbath.tr The word i,.npties its
history, implies the creation story of cenesis, irnplies the

ten commandments; the changeover from the Saturday sabbath of
JuCaism to the Sunday worship of Christianity, and ultimately
recognition of the Lordship of Christ3 'rThe Sabbath q¡as made

for man, not man for the Sabbath."

The notion of the sabbath thus embraces both Creation
and the new creation through Christ, so that Sunday worship

serves as a weekly reminder of the most important .:natters of
faith. Indeed, Swiftt s sermon, rrUpon Sleeping in Church,rr

reviervs all the reasons people stay away from Church on

Sundays yet finds that thêse are the very ones who "stand in
most need of a physicianrr (Swift b 2I2).

Gulliver I s usage of 'sabbathr , horvever, involves even

nore complex meanings. For the sente.nce "t,lednesday is their
sabbath'r inplies not only the original meaning of the
rrsabbathrr and its significance but also the moCern loss of
such significance. For to understand Gullivert s usage, means

vre also accept the modern notion of the retativity of
religious customs and the attendant Ioss of the exclusive
claims of Christianity. Thus, Sr,rif t, but not Gulliver, dravrs

our ãttention to both the purpose for v¡hich t!" sabbath lras

originally instituted as well as the falling arvay which such a

casual statement by Gulliver implies. The sentence thus

contains both the claims of orthodoxy as v¡ell as the ÍnoCern

heresy. Swift repeate<ìly achieves such irony, not as the
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metaphysical poets do through a violent yoking of heterogenous

ideas, but through the aIl too casual coupling of apparently

similar ones .

A definitive starting point which wiII allow us to
start \4rith some sense of the positive and the non-íronic is
Gulliverrs own name. For the name that Swift has chosen to
give his hero links culliver, though he is unaware of it, to a

whole religious tradition and captures the dual nature of
Gulliverrs role. On the one hand, Lemuel , means t devoted to

Godr ; on Che other hand , Gul l iver , indicates the pecul iar
modern genus to which GuIIiver belongs, the gullibility and

credulity of the enlightened and educated man.

It is Gulliver's first name which gives us our true

orientation in the TRAVELS. The name 'Lemuelt occurs only once

in the Bible, in Proverbs, the very .Iast chapter of which is
called The Book of Lemuel. The name of this chapter is usually
overlooked although it is frequently quoted for its
magnificent verses about the ídeal wife: 'rA $rorthy wife who

can find? Her value is far above pearls,, (prov 3I.9). ¡leedless

to say, given Mistress Gulliverts trials and tribulatÍons,
there is consíderable irony in linking Lemuel culliver to his
Biblical namesake's praise of the ideal wife.

Srvift's choice of name is particularly pointed in that
the name of the Biblica1 king is given to this short book

within Proverbs for apparênt1y no other purpose than to have

him echo a mother's advice; King Lemuel has no further
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identi ty or history in the book ç¡hich bears his nairìe. The

opening verse of tl'ìe Book of Lemuel begins:

These are the wor<ìs of Lemuel, King of Massa.
The advice which his mother gave hin (prov:3I:1_2).

Vlith that we hear no more of Lemuel , King of Massa.

f"lhi 1e this strikes the reader of Swift as a rather comical

touch, nevertheLess, this sofe reference to Lemuel as :;on and

king has an irnDortant be.rring on the relationshio of this
BiblicaI chapter to the theme of wisdom in the Book ot

Proverbs and therefore to the relaterì theme of rationality and

cJiscernment in the TRÀVELS. Bearing in nìind Gulliver's
aoprobation ôf the Houyhnhnm nreference for exhortation, it ís

important to note that the proverbs exhort buL Co not comrnancl .

Accordingly, a recurrent lhene in the Book of proverbs is the
refrain:

Ileâr my son, your fatherrs instrrrction
and reject not your nother's teaching (prov I: g;6: 20) .

As v¡ell as: "A v¡ise son makes his father glad, but afoolish son is a grief to his motherr' (prov 1O:6) .

The worCs of Lemuel then in the final chaÐter of
Proverlls, are the cul¡nination of this thene. ÀporoDriately,
Lemuel is the wise son, who though a king, is yet not too

Ðroud to echo his mother's advice as the ultinate r,¡isCom.

Ironically, however, with the exception of having marrie<j

we11, Gulliver obeys the advice of his giblical namesake in
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ironic fashion. Undoubtedly, cìue as rnuch to his apprenticeship

under the eainent surgeon, ¡1aster Bates, as well as to lack of

opportunity, Gulliver does in fact manage to heed the

admonition not I'to give Ihis] vigour to hromen. " .qnd had he

heeded the advice to avoid wine rrlest in drinking Ihe] forget
rvhat the lar.¡ decrees", events ín Lilliput v¡ouId have taken an

ent i rely different turn.

l¡lhile Swíft undoubtedly enjoyecl playing r.¡ith these

incidental ironies, what is more significant is that through

the name of his Biblical namesake, the TRAVELS become linked
to the therne of eiblical r^risdom. Moreover, while the BibIical
text urges the heeding of the v¡ise aclvise of mothers,

throughout the TRAVELS, Gulliver discounts the various moral

and religious beliefs in the countries he visits dismissing

the¡n because such views are helrt only by women and chilclren.
Even the Houyhnhnms participate in this affirmation of the

feininine, referring to death as the act of 'treturning to oners

first mother. "

At the surface level of narration, thís strand of
feminine wisdom is reported by Gulliver as rnerely another

elernent ín the manners and mores of tlìese societies. But this
is ye! another instance in which Gulliver betrays his
rrinveterate inattentiveness" as to how his o\,rn narne Iinks him,

quite unwittingty to a religious tradition, passed on from

mothers to their sons, the cornerstone of rvhich is ÍThe fear
of the Lord is the beginning of ì<novrledge" (prov. I3 7 ) .
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Starting with this as a first principle, human beings can

develop discernment, rradvance in learning . . . gain sound

guidance . . . conprehend proverb and parabte . . . the words

of the wise and their riddles,' (prov I: 5-6 ) . The stated
purpose of this Biblicat book then is to teach the

inexperienced how to reason and how to choose.

The Book of Lemuêl is thus extremely. relevant to a

reading of the TRAVELS, since it validates the feminine
perspective discounted by GulLiver as social observer even as

he benefits from the ministrations of Glumdaclitch or Iike the

husband of the ideal wife in proverbs, entrusts aI1 his
affairs to his wife's capabte hands. As in the episode with
Don Pedro, Gulliver is oblivious to both the true value and

the larger significance of , such love, charity and comnon

sense. The portraít of the feminine given in the Book of
Lemuel provides a standard which Swift offers as a corrective
to the distorted vision of GuIliver, the world traveller, the

absent father and husband, and the despairing yahoo.

The ironic method of Swift in the TRÀVELS is to scatter
such clues throughout the text, each one of which is like the
golden string in Blakets JERUSALE¡I: "I gÍve you the end of a

golden string, and you wind it into a bal1. It.v¡i11 lead you

in at heavents gate, built into Jerusalemrs waLl." Each time

we follow up this gol.den thread of irony, we wind up straight
against orthodox Christian doctrine, and particularly the

figure of Christ. Since it is the contention of this reading
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that the Incarnation is the key to the TRAVELS, it is
important to examine thê text to see v¿hether it can in fact
support such a reading. In the text vre find a number of
oblique references to Christ and to his life, each one of
which is an importânt element of Christology. Thus, the
pattern of allusion in the text includes references to the
birth, the crucifixion and the resurrection of Christ. At the

same time, the text echoes his teachings in a subtle fashion.
Thus, \de could not understand Gulliverrs devotion to his
Houyhnhm Master without some subliminal sense of this as the
reverence of a disciple. The pagan world did not produce such

examples of student*teacher devotion. plato revered Socrates

but both, one imagines, would have been embarrassed by the

Ianguage of self*abasement, com¡non to the tradition of
Christian discipleship. It is Christianity which has

introduced this element into civilisation, not because it is a

slave morality, but because reverence seems the only rational
and appropriate behaviour if one believes oneself before cod.

out of respect for the value of what he has been taught,
Gulliver wilIingly abases himself before the !.touyhnhnms,

which, while ridiculous, has its precedent in the Christian
model. Thus, while Gulliverts behaviour strikes us as

inherently absurd, it is, nevertheles", trndar"t.ndable because

the Christian tradition gives this reaction to Absolute Truth
a certain respectability. Hot¡ever, as soon as one remernbers

that the rêason culliver's Ianguage seems reasonable and
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familiar is because vre have encountered it before, in the

pages of the t'ler,r Testament, then of course it becones

difficult, if not inpossible, to accept the Houyhnhnrn

juclgement of the yahoo, as the correct standarcl , even rvhile we

can acknov¡Iedge the justice of many of the Houyhnhnrn

observations.

The references to Christ in the text thenr are such as

might escape the reader's attention, with the exception of the

episode of the trampling of the crucifix. But once one gets
holri of the cIue, one discovers others that have been hidden

in the Èext in nlain sight al1 aIong. The first such example

occurs in the opening sentences of the TRAVEI S, ín the second

sentence in fact. It would seem that Swift has played fair
,ri th the reader after all in olacing the aII-irnportant clue of
Christ as tfessiah, the I¡nmanueÌ, in Gultiver's passing

reference to his college ât Ca:nbriclge: Enanuel Colleqe.
Ostensibly, the reference ís offered merely as a piece of
Gulliverrs personal history. t1l However, the reference
accomplishes several thinqs ah once. First of alI, the name of
the college serves as a reminder of both the Old Testament

prophesy of the Messiah as well as its ¡,tevr Testament

fulfillment. Significantly, the name ImmanuêI occurs only
twice in the Bible: once in Isaiah 7:14 and once in Matthev¡

l:23. Isaiah encapsulates the story in the prophesy: Behold, a

virgín shall conceive, and bear a son, and shal1 call him

fnmanuel." The rfords of the Þrophecy are echoed again in
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Matthew. The name, which. means God is with us, is appropriate
for the l.lessiah whose arrival will make the name literally
true. But the name asserts as well an important attribute of
God at aLl times. The reference to Enanuel CoIJ-ege thus

establisbes the Old Testament prophecy, its fulfillment in the
l']ew Testament and also the doctrinal assertion of Godrs

nearness to the bel iever. At the same time, i ts very
obliqueness, its near invisibitity as a cIue, testifies to the
fact that we have forgotten how and why the great universitÍes
of Europe were founded. Colleges vrith such names as Trinity,
Christ Col1ege, Magdalene and so on were founded on the belief
that theology was the queen of the sciences and that the
pursuit of truth had meaning only when iÈ was allied to the

truth of Christ. Thus, tþe single reference to Emanuel

CoIlege, reminds us of the original .of the institution, that
favorite device of Swift,s, while seemingly using the namè

only in its weaker modern sense as the name of a college. The

narrative thus seems onJ.y to be using the timited denotation
of name but nevertheless opens up the text to a whole host of
connotations, rich in doctrinal and historicar implications.
In the weaker sense, the name is only a part of speech, just
another proper noun. In its other sense, it is the noun before
all nouns, the Word, the Iogos, rvhich ,nuL." all Iearning
possible. As such it is absolutely necessary for the name

Emanuel to occur ãt the very beginning of Gulliver's history
as he tells us about his relationshíp to teachers and to
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family even as he himself is unaware of the genesis of his
most important notions of himsel-f and his relationship to the

wor ld.

It is the episode r¿ith the tranpting of the crucifix,
hor.¡ever, which captures one's attention most immediately in
reading the TRAVELS. The episode is underlined by Swift in a

manner unusual in the TRAVELS by keeping the idea of the

bizarre ritual before the reader in a number of ways: tbrough

Gullíverrs anxiety about having to perform this ritual,
through his wish to be excused from performing it, through his
repeated evasions once on board the Dutch ship, as rvell as

through the various incongruous speculations about his beliefs
by the Japanese Emperor as well as the Dutch sailors. The

episode has a curious resonance which has called forth its
share of commêntary [2]. The episode seems to contain an

aclCitional ironic or satiric meaning. Once one has enjoyed the

satire against GutIiver, who despite his reluctance in
performing the ritual nevertheless does not object to people

thinking he has in fâct performed it; and once one has enjoyed

the the Japanese Emperor's surprise at Gulliver's scruples,
there stilI seems to be an additional level of irony.

. The episode is supremely significant in the text.
First of all, the trampling of thê crucifix has been devised

by the Japanese as a test to separate the Christian from the

non-Christian. The theory behind such a test is that no

belíever v¡ould willingly trample on an important icon, an
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important symbol in his religion. But as such this theory

harkens to an earlier era of human conscíousness, when the

modern breakCown in the symbolic order had not yet occurred.

Swift would have us believe that given the rnodern climate of
thought, the reason that some Christians might have no qualms

about participating in such a bizarre rituaJ., is that the

crucifix had lost its symbolic value. The satire thus has

considerabLe piquancy. The Japanese think they have devised a

foolproof method of detecting Christians, not realizing
however, how much moderns have moved away from such primitive
and sirnplistic identifications between the symbol and vrhat it
represents.

This breakdown in the meaning of the symbol had

occurred in the Reformation during which time a great deal of
blood was shed on precisely what mea¡ing such an icon should

have. I,thi ]'e the crucifix had traditionally been revered by the

Church, this practice wâs now rejected by the protestants who

felt thât Christianity was not the veneration of the

crucifixion but rather the celebration of the resurrection.
Accordingly, the Protestant denominations preferred the

simple, unadorned, cross to the older crucifix. The

Reformation victory in this regard, hovrever, r,ras part of the

breakdown of the symbol, part of that *orr.*.nt that refused

to make a distinction between the worship of stone and wood

and the use of objects made of stone and wood as symbots of
v¡hat one worshipped. Thus, Gulliver's inpatience in Book Four
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with what seem to be petty differences in opinion is part of
a modern reductionism v¡hich is unable to make distinctions
between rrwhether it be better to kiss a post or throw it into
the fire." In the same way, the debate about the Eucharist and

.transubstântiation is reduced to the simple matter of "whether
Flesh be Bread, or Bread be Flesh; Whether the Juice of a

certain Berry be Blood or 9trine" (4.v 246).

It should be added, however, that the disputes to
which GullÍver alludes are not merely the stuff of satire. One

such episode is recounted by C.V. t{edgev¡ood in her study of
the Thirty Years War:

The Elector palatine in particuJ.ar demonstrated hisdisbelief in transubstantiation in the crudest männer. Loudlyjeering, he tore the Host in pieces, rwhat a fine God you are!
You think you are stronger than I? We shall see!r In his
austerely whitewashed conventicles a tin basin served for afont and each co¡nmunicant waÈ provided with his own woodenmug. The Landgrave of Hesse*Cassel took the addi tionalprecaution of having the toughest possibte bread provided for
the sacrament so that his people should have no possible doubt
whatever of the material nature of what they $rere eating.

The Lutherans r,¡ere doubly shocked. Although they nolonger revered the symbols of the ancient faith, they hacl
preserved them respectfully as the outerard sígns of their
worshÍp . . . (Wedgewood 45).

The ceremony of trampling on the crucifix seems to be

yet another in the seríes of bizarre rituals lve have

encountered in the TRAVELS, such as the LilJ.iputians
requiring ministers to prove their aptitu¿e foi office in the

ceremonies of dancing on a rope and also "leaping anrl

creeping" before thê Emperor; or again, in Luggnagg the ritual
of rrlicking the dust of Ithe King's] Footstool't, in which the
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dust is sometimes poisoned, in a literal but ironic inversion
of Henry Vrs definition of ceremony as ,,poisoned flattery.r'
Throughout, culliver has adapted to these strange customs as

best he could, but he draws the Line at trampl ing on the
crucifix. Apparently, this is one time when even this most

flexible of travellers must reject Ambrosers advice to
Augustine, when in Rome do as the Romans do.

Gulliverrs behaviour in this episode would seem to
impÌy that he holds some things as sacred. Hov,¡ever, this is
hardly a bold affirmation of Christian faith; at best it
neatly sidesteps the issue. But through Gulliver's unclear
motives, combined with the incongruous mixture of curiosity
and suspicion by both the Japanese Emperor as v¡ell as the

Dutch crew, the crucifix 
, as image and symbol has been

introduced into the text, once again opening up the text to a

different perspective. The crucifix has not been trampled upon

and yet the reader retains both the shock of the averted

disaster and an impression of careLessness aná disregard of
the sacred. The crucifix arouses strong emotionsi not,
however, the expected ones of reverence, but the unexpected

onês of aversion, dislike and hostility. yet even this has a

certain familiar quality, remincling us that the hatred of
Christianity is itself an historical reality since from its
inception it has challenged the authority of the state over

the lives of its citizens. In order to unclerstand the Japanese

aversion r^re have to renember the freedom promised by the
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Gospeli in order to understand Gulliverts reluctance, we have

to remember why the cross is sacred to Christianity.
Even Gulliverrs anxiety that the cereÍnony of the

trampling of the crucifix might prove a stumbling block to his
obtaining passage on the Dutch ship inverts the meaning of the

cross. Ironically enough, it is precisely the doctrine of the

crucifixion which has traditionaLly proved a stu¡nbling block

to the acceptance of Christianity by people of other faiths.
Thus, Paul writes: For the Jews reguire a sign, and the creeks

seek after wisdom: But we preach Christ crucifieci, unto the

Jews a stumbling block and unto the Greeks foolishness; but

unto them which are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the

power of God and the wisdom of cod (I Cor.L.22-24).

The entire episode is, retained by the reader, however,

not as the episocie of the crucifix but rather as the episode

of ihe "trampling of the crucifix." Interestingly then, Sl.rif t
conveys two ideas. On the one hand, the phrase conjures up

quite vividly the image of feet Iiterally stamping on a wooden

crucifix. gut at the sane time, the phrase takes on a

metaphorical association as we11. Thus, while Gutliver refuses

to stamp on the crucífix in Book Three, nevertheJ.ess, by the

end of Book Four, in his rejection of all human beings as

corrupt Yahoo, he is trampling on Christ's salvific act, the

death which promised new life to the human race. Thus, the

text captures the historical dialectic in which the

Reformation quarrel over the meaning of symbols had led to the
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rejection of the wooden crucifix on the quite 'rational'
rejection of the need for superstitious and unnecessary

symbol. While this was theoretically sound, in practice it had

meant the gradual forgetting of what the icon had symboLized.

It lvas to fÍqht this amnesia which characterises the human

race both individually and collectively that the Eucharist r{as

instituted: do this in remenbrance of me.

The interesting feature of this use of symbolism in the

text is that once one begins to examine the symbol it proves

unassimilable. I¡¡hile the episode fits into the TRAVELS,

seening to stick in the mind because of its satirical force,
once one begins to exa¡nine it, it cannot quite be assimilated
int,o the satire unless one allows it to prov.ide a standard by

which the satire in Book Four can be resolved.

The episode lrith the crucifix introduces the icon of

the suffering Christ into the text of GULLIVER'S TRAVELS.

IJowever, another episode in Book Three, while not mentioning

Christ by name, nevertheless bears on this discussion. It is
the striking passage in which Gulliver describes the episode

on the island of the sorcerers in which he conversed with the

spirits of the dead:

I vras struck r¿ith profound Veneration at the sight ofBrutus, and could easily discover the most consummate Virtue,
the greatest Intrepidity and Eirmness of Mind, the truest Love
of his Country, and general Benevolence for Mankind, in every
Lineament of his countenance . . . I had the Honour to have
much conversation with Brutus; .and was told that his Ancestor
Junius, Socrates, Epamonides, Cato the younger, Sir Thomas
More and himseLf, were perpetually together: A Sextumvirate,
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seventh."ad<i

Gulliver's tribute to this rsextunvirate'r has also
provoker! sone commentary. It seems to proviCe that rare moment

in the TRAVELS where for once Gulliver, Sv¡ift and the reader
r,nay be in agreement about values. Thus, for Martin Ke1salI,
this is 'rone ideal picture in the TRAVELS v/hich even the most

sophisticated critic trould find difficult to reacl ironically"
(Kê1sa11 212). Ke1sa11 finds that the category of the six
heroes is not arbitrary, that what they have in coinmon is
"their public virtue, leading them either to tyrranicide or

heroic nartyrdomr' (214) . Kelsall reads the catalogue of heroes

as positive emblems of virtue for Swift as rvell as for
Gul1iver. Ho\"rever, the very heroism of the sextumvirate
attests to their rarity; thus, to expect this as a human norm

is to expect the impossibly ideal worl.cl of plato¡s REPUBLIC:

"llence the society of horses. Therê should be no mistake. The

thing is utterly ridiculous. The more ridiculous it becomes,

the blacker the pessirnism't (222).

for George Orruell, because only one member of the
sextumvirate is a Christian, the passage betrays Srvift's true
prejudices. It is proof that cìespite a superf i.cial commitment

to Christianity, Swift is rea11y a "religious reactionaryrl
committecì to the virtues of pagan Rome wi t.h ,'a¡l a1:¡ost

unreasoning aCmiration for some of the Ieading figures of the

ancient worldrt (Or,"¡e11 I73). A more recent reacling of this
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passage sees its function in the text as one of underlining
the non=heroic status of GuIIiver and the reader. For

I'lezciems, "the passage is particularly striking because Swift
and culLiver are here in rare agreement in a positíve value
judgement . . . and it brings us up short because we are used

to ironic reversals, oblique thrusts, sudden sidesteps, or

simple blank refusals at the fence of open co¡nmitment,,

(Mezciems I94 ) .

But does this passage indeed affirm such positive
values as Kelsall and Meczciens seem to think? Or is it
distasteful and unbecoming as Orwell seems to think? It is a

perfect illustration of the way Swift, s personae, through

their very hyperbole, undermine whatever credibility they have

established wíth the reader.,This is the beckoning subordinate

clause which fascinates Kierkegaard'.s ironical gentleman. ¡¡hat

catches the reader's attention is that fatal adCitionat
assertion: a Sextumvirate to which All the Ages of the f^lor]d

cannot add a Seventh. This overconfident assertion provokes

the reader to wonder, is there in fact not another person

throughout history? The IÍst seems unexceptionable, but surely
the pãgan world could provide one more example. Or, once the
list has included one Christian martyr, surely another,

equally worthy can be found. But even as the råader is trying
to come up with a seventh name, thât there are even six such

worthies seems too many. The awkvrard hyperbole of a

rrsextumviratel itself seems suspect, as if GuIliver naively
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assumes that if an ancient triumvirate is worthy of

aclmiration, a sextumvirate would be twice as v¡orthy. But then

lrith that realization, however, even the idea of a triumvirate
becomes suspecti after a1l, historically, it wâs merely the

uneasy and unstable political compromise betr,reen three rivals
for supreme rule in Rome. If one man had been able to triumph,

the triumvirate woutd have been unnecessary. The reader,

reflecting on this process of tripling and then doubling

examples of virtue is provoked into the startting realization
that the glaring omission from this catalogue of heroes is
Christ himself. Indeed, the subliminal association r.¡ith the

triumvirates of ancient Rome is seen to be in fact a parody of
the Trinity.

But once the reader ,has thought of Christ, it is
obvious that his inclusion in such a catalogue cannot be

simply as one member among others; instead he provides the

point of reference by v¡hich these others can be judged.

Indeed, Sir Thomas Morers name draws our attention not only
because he is the sole Christian martyr in the group, but

because of the truism that the adjective "Christian" as weLl

as the noun 'rmartyr" have no meaning apart from Christ, the

founder of the faith, ãnd the supreme exarnple to the believer.
Thus, Thomas More died a martyr: "The Kingts gòod servant, but

Godrs f irst.rl

The virtues which GuIIiver admires in Brutus seem a

shadow of the virtues found in Christ, and indeed such
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admiration, in its or,¡n way, is as disproportionate as the awe

ancl reverence Gulliver feels on other occasions, as r,rith the
Emperor in f,illiput. as well as the reverence he is Èo feel
for the Houyhnhnm Master. Thus, we must substitute a different
order of words for Brutus' "fntrepidity and Firmness of MindI

for Christ's 'rForgive them Father they know not what they do"

uttered during the agony of crucifixion. Similarl-y, Christian
charity which conmands not only that we Love our neighbor but
also love our enemies, is so radical ín its nature that it far
outstrips such moral platitudes ãs "general Benevolence for
Mankind."

The point need not be laboured, but once the missing
referent to Christ is supplied by the reader, many other
details come into focus. New light is shed for example, on the
rote played by Homêr and Aristotle in this episode in Book

Three. Both vrriters seem to be included. by Svrift primarily to
enable him to take a few thrusts at the overconfidence of
their commentators and on such commentaries in general. But if
r¿e remember that Homeric epic and its mythology were the
sacred texts of the ancient world, sacred not as the Old

Testament was sacred to the Jews, but as privileged ì.iterary
texts, it becomes plain that Homeric epic is the rival of the
Bible, not only as an ancient and superb litêrary text but

also as a rivaL mythology and cosmology. At the same time,
Aristotle's physics and Ínetaphysics also provided a rival
explanation to Biblical explanation about the origin of the
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cosmos. Indeed, thê relationship of Aristotle to two of thoee

cominentators, Averroes and Aquinas is itself central to
Christianity. Aquinas' SUMMA COIITRA GENTILES was rrritten to
combat the Aristotel_ianism of Averroes rvith its disquieting
thesis that since Aristotle could not be refuted, dualism was

inescapable. The only solution was to accept that there vrere

two kinds of truth: thê truth of philosophy and the truth of
revelation. This of course, is the central issue posed by the
TRAVELS as wel1.

The allusions to Christ and to his attributes are

scattered throughouÈ the first three voyages. In the Fourth
Voyage, however, the reader is made av¡are of Christrs role
through GuIliver's arrogation of the role of master and

teacher to the Houyhnhnm Master. Flowever, in choosing the
horse, Gultiver is also reversing Christts own choice of the
humble ass on which to make his entry into Jerusalem. It is
worth noting that the horse does not play a prominent role in
the Bible, neither literal1y in the historical narrative nor

metaphorically in the imagery where it occurs primarily in
images of war and warfare. ft is the ox and the ass who

provide metaphors and instances of patience and submission as

in the suppressed metaphor of Jesus' saying flmy yoke is easy

and my burden Iight'¡ (Matt 11:3Ø, I John 5j3) . Given the
Houyhnhnm debate in Book Four between the relative merits of
the Yahoo and the more docile ass, the reasons for the horsets
l-ack of prominence in biblical narrative throws an interesting
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Iight on hos¡ Srvif t uses the Houyhnhnrns in the TRAVELS.

Northrop frye provides an interesting explanation in THE GREAT

CODE:

The horse is a central inage of a warrior aristocracy
and as such remains in the background among Biblicat animals.
The ass, the beast of burden, often stupid and obstinate but
often patient and hunbLe as we1l, carries a much higher
symboLic rating. As the symbol for the protesting but usuåIty
acquiescent physical bociy**¡¡s "Brother Ass of St. Francis oi
Assisi*-it is associated with the physical side of the
Incarnation, and as such it r¡ras the appropriate animal. to
earry Jesus in triumph into Jerusalem" (Frye l5O) .
In paintings of the ttativity, the presence of the ass along

with that of the ox symbolizes the fulfillment of Isaiah 1:3,
where both animals recognize Christ as the Son of God: '!the ox

knoweth its owner, and the ass his masterrs crib', (Ferguson

II).

These associations cone into ptay in the Fourth Voyage

when Gulliver is first admitted into the presence of the

Houyhnhnm ¡faster and describes the eating arrangements of the

household as consisting of a circular arrangement of

"mangers. " The word is not a common BiblicaI word; its
currency as a familiar term for a feeding trough for cor,¡s and

horses stems entirely from the story of Jesus' birth in Luke

(2t7,L2,16). Of course, the word mangêr does doubLe duty here.

It serves as a euphemism for trough which conveys much too

vividly the image of animal feeding. In Brobdingnag, Gulliver
sails his ship in a wooden "trough." gut in this first scene

in the Houyhnhnm I'lasterrs house, Swift needed a word which

would reinind the reader of troughs but not so forcefully that
it would unclermine acceptance of the Houyhnhnms as a polite
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society, a race of rational creatures, råther than as talking
animals. The choice of this particular ç¡ord by Gulliver,
unconsciously borrowed from the context of the story of the

Nativity reveals his subconscious alareness of the need for
reverenceÈ-or at least a reverent vOcabulary-*in the presence

of these animals. IronicaJ.ly, however, once one notices
Gulliver's polite euphemism, our attention is drawn to his

reversal of the situation of the shepherds and animals in alve

of the Infant Jesus; instead we have the human in awe of the

animal Master.

Given the resonance of the worcl ',Mastêr" in the

TRAVELS, we have perhaps the most powerful and ironic
affirmation of Christrs presence. Throughout tÉe TRAVELS, the

image and the idea of the Master is held before the reader: in
the 'repistle" of the convert;d Gulliver r¿ith its praise for

"the Instruction and ExampLe of my illustrious Master,rr in the

opening paragraph of the rirst Voyage with the Gulliver's
apprenticeship to the eminent surgeon Master Bates, throughout

the Fourth Voyage and even beyond the text, through critical
discussion with its inevitable yoking of Gull.iver rvith "his
Houyhnhnm l{aster." However, the pun on ',Master Batesr seems

gratuitous; the phrase "Houyhnhnm Ì'lasterrr is highly charged

and at once both natural in the context of 'Gulliver's own

narration and even in crÍtical discussíon, although always

with a certain jarring qualÍty. The sexual innuendos seem

gratuitous yet they too reveal an important aspect of the
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theme of the I'taster. First of all, Gulliverrs obliviousness to
the pun on rrt'taster Batestr in his straightforward narration of
how he went about picking up useful occupations 'rfor long

voyages" is itsetf an index to his character. But ironically,
this particular occupation is self*taught, reguiring
apprentÍceship only to the se1f. Accordingly, the pun reveals
the metaphor as the ulti¡nate expression for the human as an

autonomous, self*sufficent, self-retiant being. It preserves
the illusion of faithfulness and chastity within marriage and

at the same <ienies the need for such intimacy. Autoeroticism
becomes the metaphor for the human vrith no need for cod or for
human companionship. In Eden, marriage was instituted, because

the animal world could not provide suitable companionship for
the human: iÈ is nÕt good for man to be alone. Ultimately,
both forms of apprenticeship and discipleship end in
sterility. Thus, when Gultiver returns home he sv¡oons at the
thought that "by copuJ.ating with one of the yahoo-Species I
had become a Parent of more; it struck me with the utmost
Confusion, Shame and Horrort' [4.xi ,2991 ,

The figure of Chr i s t= * Immanuel , Master, Crucified
Saviour**functions like a magnet in this text, repel).ing and

attractíng these allusive fragments of Christian myth like so

many tiny iron filings. However, in order for the significance
of these details to come together, the context of the
Incarnâtion must be brought Lo Èhe text. Once supplied,
however, inevÍtabIy, these apparently insignificant details,
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spotting, sort
themselves out, polarizing other such fragments of meaning in
the process. This relationship of the insignifícant detail to

the satire as a v¡hole provides a way of resolving the central
critical difficulty posed by Èhe text. Thêse have been

summarised by Frank Brady as follows: The reading must

explain the allegorical significance of yahoos and

Houyhnhnms; it must explain how $¡e are to weight random

aLLusions in the satire and on what basis we are to assign

them significance; additionalty, the reading must also
expJ.ain the purpose of such gratuitous satire as the pun on

t'laster Bates (Brady 346*367 ) .

Language and image in these fragments convey the

centrality of Christ in providing a standard by which we can

judge the myths and the language o.f the societies Gulliver
visits. But it is in the ¡'ourth Voyage with its debate

betv¡een the merits of the l{ouyhnhnm versus yâhoo that we most

need the doctrine of Christrs fncarnation as an answer to the
problem posed by fallen human nature.
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NOTES

1. Calhoun t!'inton notes the name of the college in hisdiscussion "Conversion on the Road to Houynhnmlañd.', in A
CASEBOOK ON GULLI\,,ER AMONG THE HOUYHNHNMS, ed. i,tilton p.
Fosterred., (Boston: Thomas Y. Crowell , L96I). However, hê
seems to assign it two contractictory values. On the one hand
as evidence for Pelagian tendencies: ',So-called deists and
free thinkers Toland and ÍVollaston, latiudinarian preachers
rvithin the establishemnt, the Cambridge platonists of Emmanuel
College**Lemuel Gulliverrs alma mater--a11 tended to emphasize
the reasonable, virtuous qualities of mankind and to avoid
that line of the Christian tradition generally caIled
Augustiniantt t273l . On the other hand, he quotes from a 1659
sermon delivered by Anthony Burgess, a "Dissenting minister
and fellow of Ernmanuel Collegerr which ís very much in the
Augustinian tradiÈion and which specifically denounces
Pelagianism 12761 . lvinton makes no attempt to explain horv or
why Emmanuel College can be associated vrith both views, and in
what vray this discrepancy impinges on our understanding of
Gulliverrs bâckground. That the College was a place where the
Christian definition of human nature vras being debated seems
to support the póint of Gulliver's inveterate inattentiveness
to the deba te .

Yet another reason why Swift might have chosen
College as the appropriate alma mater for culliver
found in the title of a text William A. Eddy cites as
for the Voyage to Lilliput. Althouqh Eddy does not

Emmanuel
may be

a source
comment,ror Ene voyage Eo rrr.ttlpuc. Alcnougn uddy does not

the complete titl-e cited is suggestive: cerania
Discoverv of a LittLe Ie, anciently discoursed of

manners,

voyage to LilIiput. GULLIVERTS TRAVELS:
(cloucester, Mass: Peter Smith, 1963, orig.

af cnts wor
in
A
pub. 1923), 87.

Length to the
CrÍtical Study,

I675--is --Eh e-õn f uch account comparable

2. Chambers, Karl D. rrSwif t and the Trampling Dutch,', CSR, 3
(1973) 51=54. Also I (Autunn 1975), 2I. Elizabeth R. ì¡apier,
"S$¡i ft' s rTrarnpling upon the Crucifixr: a parallel ,r ¡¡&0, 26
(December L979), 544-548. Also l4 (Autumn I98I, 16. Napier's
"Swift t(aemper, and Psalmanzaar: Further Remarks on 'Trampling
upon the Crucifixr'rr N&Q 28 (June 1981), 226. AIso 14 (Spring
19821 9I-2.

es, wIEn a ll.ve
vernment
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CHÀ PTFìR THREE

The gosÞel according to Gulliver slyty adopts the
structure of the I't ev, Testament r.¡ith Hre first three voyaqes

functioning as a synoptic satire v¡hile the Fourth voyâge,
through an j.ronic analogy with the Gospel of John, reverses the
Joannine christology of the rdorcì made fresh, offering insteaci a

race of horses who regard horse flesh as synonymous rrith trthe

nerfection of nature." The nature of aLlusion in the Fourth
voyage is far inore subtre than the pattern found in the other
voyages. yet, as was shov¡n in the discussion of the criticism
tne TRAVELS have received, this voyage hâs consistently
orovoked ancì evokecì religious language in critical discussion.
Swift's rhetorícal strategy in fact provokes the reader,s
rJisagreement so that, as in Kierkegaard's example of the
i'scof f er" of christian doctrine, the satire, aJ-ong with the
rearler t s counter-assertions, cornbine to produce a conplete
Christian ca tech i sm.

In our rliscussion of the episocle of the sextumvírate,
Aristotle leas seen as offering a rivar metaphysics to Bibtical
accounts of the creation. But the Þresence of Àristotre ín the
TRAVEr,S is also important because the Houyhnhnms represent an

Aristotelian logic âncl ân Aristotelian conception of truth.
swift erould agree viith Bacon's complaint in the ¡rovuM oRcArJoÌl

that I'such logic is no match for the subtlety of nature . .

it gains assent for the proÞosition but does not take hold of
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the thing'r (Bk.I, ÀÞh. 3t) . Swift, however, has not satirized
Aristotle in the Fourth Voyage in the way he satiri.zed the
unworkable schemes of the Acacìemy ât taqaclo. One of the reasons

v¡e have difficulty in believing that Swift is mocking the

¡{ouyhnhnms is that he has allovred the horses the compelling
power of Aristotelian thinking. ¡tevertheless, the two most

strikingchâracteristics attributes of the Houyhnhnms-=that

they are 'rthe Derfection of nature" and also that they are

incapable of falsehood==simul-taneously establish the grounds on

which they are to be acimired and at the same tíme undermine

theír credibility. .As in the case of the sextumvirate, Swift's
hyperbole draws attention to itself and to its claim, thereþy
initiating once again that skeoÈicism which provês fatal to the

ideal which is seemingly being en<ìorsed.

The probable source for the Houyhnhnms' ,'perfection of
nâture" casts an interesting light on the problem of
interpretation the ohrase poses in the text. The hyoerbole

derives from Averroes' tribute to Aristotle as Ithe perfection
of nature." Averroesr compl iment seems to have made its r,Jay

into the European Lore about Aristotle through the writings of
Jean-Louis Guez rle BaIzac (1594-1654)r a writer sufficiently
well known to allow FíelCing to refer rather casually in JosnpH

ANDRET¡S to rrwhat Balzac says of Aristotle . . . .,'t1l
Onê can vrell irnagine Swiftt s relish at exposing this

kind of hyoerbole, reDeated with endless aDprobation, to
riCicule. The hyperbole is questionable even attributed to the
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remarkable genius of Aristotle, but in attributíng this Þraise
to the horses, Swift has seized on the ease with which humans

deify reason, worshiÞÞing the qifÈs founcl in the creature
rather than rvorshinoing the creator who has given the¡n.

Hor,rever, the themes of 1ogic, oerfecÈion and self_love
cornbininq in the conternolation of the horse has a long history.
ln the Book of Job, the high soiriterl rvarhorse is one of the

wonders of nature which like the leviathan is offered âs proof
of God I s mysterious poerer. But contemplating th.. wonders of
nature can easily seduce the observer thereby Cistorting bhe

oersonality. Thus, in Hn¡tRy V, the Dauphin's praise of his
horse for whon he has written a

"Ii;onder of naturefi reveals a

sonnet a<ìriressing him as

fahuous sel.f -l-ove. This
interrelationship between logic ancl self-love in the

contemolation of a noble anÍma1, is soecifically acknowlerigeC

in the anecclote witlr v¡hich Sydne!, begins his "Defence of
Poesie.rr Sydney, recountinq the story of the horse trainerrs
grancii l-oquent nraise for "the peerless beash of horse" wryly
remarks I'that if I had not been a r:iece of a logician before I
came to him, I think he would have persuacle<i me to have wished

myself a horse.rr He then goes on to ariC that he learned an

irnportant truth f ro,'n the horse trainerrs rhetoric: Íthat setf
love ís better than any gilding to make that seeÍì qorgeous

wherein we ourselves are parties." But if Srvif t hacj Sydney's

story in nincl , he has given an ironic t.wist to Sydney's clairn

for the literary artist to make "a seconcl nature." For the
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world of GULLMR T S TRAVELS is decideclly inf erior, and rnacle

deliberately so, to the natural or<ìer creaÈed by God.

Thus, the hyperbole, "the perfection of
nature'--whatever its source--is used by swift to challenge the
absolutism of Aristotelian 1ogic. The nane and the character of
the Flouyhnhnms alLucle to tvro asDects of Aristoteliân
philosophy: teleology and the logical criterion for trr)th.
First, the very narìe the Houyhnhnms attribute to their race,

"the perfection of natureÍ ushers into the text all the
philosophical paradoxes posed by teleology. Secondly, their
periphrasis for Lying, ,'saying the thing which is notr'r echoes

Aristotle's formulation of truth ín the MDTApHySICS I To say gf
i'¡hat is thât it is not, or of nhat is not that it is, is faIse,
while to say of what is that it is, or of what is not tl.ìat Ít
is not, is true.

There is more here however, than a sly thrust at
Aristotle and the claims of Àristotelianism. If the two are

combinecl , we have the Houyhnhnm as a perfect being who not only
cannot 1ie, but whose very perfection ¡nust lead us to expect

that he is incapable of making false inferences and erroneous
judgements. Here it is the Houyhnhnm who is trapped by a new

twist in the Liar,s paraCox. For throughout the fourth book,

the perfect truth teller makes a nunber of assertions about the

human which are sinply erroneous.
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But to return to the matter of the phrase ,,the

perfection of nature,,. For the phrase to be truê in the
context of the Fourth Voyage, it must appty not only to a

truly perfect individual but to an entire species. But the
teleological picture suggested by 'rthe perfection of naturetl

in which nature has laboured and succeecled in bringing forth
the perfect being is in itself fraught with contradictions.
Aristotelian teleologlz sees every object in nature as having a

specific end or goal in its development. But then what is the

final end towards which the yahoo is tending? If Nature has a

purpose, then what purpose does the yahoo serve? Moreover, if
the Yahoo's present form is the final form, with no further
development possible, then Nature has erred and cannot be a

reliable guide. The periphrasis for Houyhnhnm thus calls into
question a v¡hole host of matters which the Houyhnhnms seem

never to have considered.

HovJever, the Houyhnhnms in arrogating perfection to
themselves may only be índulging in a harmless chauvinism

about their species, ín which case their Ianguage is
exhibiting the same inflated rhetoric of ceremonial court
Ianguage used in the other voyages. This frivolous use of
language however, is not in keeping with. the Houyhnhnm

character since it is too much like lyinq. But whether the
Houyhnhnms take the mean i ng 1i terally or metaphor ically,
Gulliver in his acquiescence is accepting the description as

valid for the species as a whole. On the basis of what he has
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observed, Gulliver feels that the claim "perfection of naturerl

is an accuratê synonym for horse. Thus, vrhat was analyticalJ.y
true for the Houyhnhnms becomes, through Gulliver r s assent,
âIso verifiably true.

However, if the phrase ,rperf ection of nature,' can be

applied with any truth at all, it can hardly correspond to
anything in nature, since perfection, in order to remain
perfect, must not change with Lime, must not decay or die. As

such, the phrase "perfection of naturer cannot truthfully be

appLied to the Houyhnhnm at al-I. Logically, perfection could
only properly be attributed to deity" lndeed, ceorge Sherburn,

while denying the Houyhnhnms âre deists, nevertheless faIIs
into the semantic trap of confusing their perfection with
deity. Accordingly, for Sherburn, encounters with perfection
become synonymous for encounters with the divine. Among the
examples he cites are those of paul vrith Christ, Aeneas with
Venus and Semele with Jupiter:

I,ie have on record very few cases of direct contact
bet!^reen a man and perfection. The most celebrated case is thatof St. Paul, who rlas struck blind by the light of heaven anclremained so for three days. paul, however, vras under explicitdivine commands for actiòn; GuIliver had åeen no sudden iitnt,but he had seen an ideal way of life and yet had no explÍcii
commands to follow thereafter. As a character in . ituticnarrative, culliver was the victim of a misanthropic author(Sherburn 265).

The Fourth Voyage thus poses logical problems having to
do with matters of identity and attributes, not only for the

Houyhnhnm but also for the yahoo. Swiftrs storytelling
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strategy calls into question every single term in the

seemingly straightf orr,rard assertion: man is a ratÍonaI animal.

In the Fourth Voyage rrmanrr v¡iLl become Yâhooi and even the

meaning of the verb is caLleri into question. ,To be' implies
existence but in what sense does it impì.y attributes?
Traditionally, in Aristotelian 1ogic, the definition 'Man is a

rational animalrr has been taken as an analytic statement,

that is, something which is essentially true. Accordingly, the

words on either side of the verb I'isrr are taken as synonymous

and therefore interchangeable. Thus, the statement, '¡lan is
rational animalrr Ís of the same type as: all brothers are

male siblings or every vixen is a fox. Such statements would

be necessarily true in aIt times and places. Appropriately
enough in a díscussion of the Fourth Voyage, if we can incieed

say that man is rational in the same way that a vixen is a

fox, the statement is necessarily true, in all times and

places. But can we in fact make such an assertion? Judging

hurnan beings by what they do rather than by what they Say,

they are the animals who seem to bê walking contradictions, of
lrhom it would be equally true Èo say they were both rational
and irrational. Contradictory as the two assertions are, both

could in fact be true by definition. Thus, for. the statement
rMan is a rational animalr to be true, we have to restrict the

notion of rationaLity to mean no more than an animal who is
able to use language and to reason. But this must be further
amended since not a1l human beings reason vrith equal skill or
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can articulate their reasons in a logical fashion. Moreover,

in this restricted and narrovr usage, the madman with
irrational fears and beliefs is thus also "rational" since he

can use language and give reasons for his beliefs. Thus, one

could truthfully say of the nradman, this irrational man is a

rational animal.

In the Fourth Voyage, the logical problem of the

essentiaL nature of the subject of the sentence becomes the

metaphysicå1 and religious question of the essential nature of
the hurnan. Outside Houyhnhnmland, the statement man is a

rational animal is essentially true; it is an essential part
of the predicate. But in the country of the horses, Gulliver
may have marks of rationality, but these are only accidentally
true. Thus, in Houyhnhnmland¡ it is the statement ,,man is the

irrational animal" which is essentially true. Moreover, since

the $rord Yahoo is synonymous with evil as well as with
irrationality, then the human is essentially evit, essentially
irrational rather than only acciclentally so.

The Houyhnhnm definition of rationality is thus one

that is based on behaviour. Eor the human to be re*defined as

rational would thus take more than one counter-instance in
GuIliver. It would in fact require nothing .less than the

universal reformation of the human race. Thus, the rigorous
definition of rationality adhered to by the Houyhnhnms will
allow for nothing less than perfection; ít wilL not allow
human l:eings the inCulgence of professing one thing anrl
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practicing another. Thus, for example, Swift in satirizing the
irr*contrived cJ.othing made by the Ìnathematical enthusiasts in
Laputa, is not being intolerant at some minor fault. Rather,

he is drawing attenti.on to the irrationality which claims to
love order ând perfection but which is too lazy to achieve it,
even when the perfection involverl relates merely to clothing.
No matter what religion man professes, he will fall short in
the practice of its precepts.

Thus, while human beings might be comfortable living
with such inconsistencies, the Houyhnhnms would reject with
horror the bizarre formuLation that Man is the rational animaL

and Man is the irrational animal. The problem is difficult to
resolve no matter how we might try to resolve it. Is man the
rational anirnal based on the, fact that Socrates, Aristotle,
Plato etc. were rational men? How many instances of induction
would v¡e need? On the other hand, given one example of the
human, what could we detluce? Some possible ways of resolving
the contradiction might be:

Man is sometimes rational.
Man is the rational animal

irrationally.
Man is both rational and

s ituation S.

who chooses to act

irrational relative to

But the problem with each of these formulations is
their acceptance of human inconsistency. One can hear the
Houyhnhnm respondÍng, quite reasonably, given that human

beings are unable to behave consistently--for \.¡hatever
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reason--they might as well be defined , for alL intents and

purposes, as the irrational animal.

Holrever, many rli f f erent episodes throughout the four
voyages illustrate that what is really unsatisfactory about

these definitions is that eveñ when human beings behave

irrationally, they persist in giving ,,good,' reasons for their
actions. Human beings may be irrational but they persist in
loving rationality and in pricling themselves on their abÍ1ity
to reason. Gulliver and the Brobdinagian King talking about
gunpowder are two ratíonal creatures. yet to say the King

regarded Gulliverrs suggestion as irrational is to put it
mildly; as for Gulliver he is quÍte astonished that the King

cannot see the rationality in his scheme. The f,illiputians
debate how to kill, blind or, starve Gulliver; their proposals

and deliberations are eminently rational and take into ãccount

with considerable foresight many of the problems attendant on

the various solutions offered. In Book Three, we have the
reasons of mad men , who, however , form the preva i l i ng

majority. Accordingly, Lord Munodi will have to tear down

useful structures on his property in order to be thought

rational in an irrational society.
In the Fourth Voyage, Gulliver cannot refute the

Houyhnhnm l4asterrs arguments because even if he were to offer
many counterexamples of good and rational men and \ronen, they

would still not be the statistical norm. t^¡hy does all thÍs
matter? Can r"re not dismiss all this and simply argue that
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sentence intended to

illustrate a point about logic rather than about human nature?

Can r,re not let the sentence 'Man is a rational animal' sinply

remain as a textbook syllogism having nothing r.¡hatever to do

with reality? But that will not do. First of all, Aristotlers
assertion is meant to have the force of a universal truth.
Secondly, v¡ithout confidence in the possíbility of human

rationality, it would not be possible to formulate an ethics
with human beings as moral agents who can be held responsible

and accountable for their actions. Accordingly, for the

Houyhnhnm, not only is the yahoo the irrational animal , he ís
also the irresponsible animal. The choice betr,¡een yahoo

irrationality ând Houyhnhnm rationality thus takes on the

added dimension of having to choose between tr"ro kinds of
assertions: the assertion of human r.rhim versus the assertions

of Houyhnhnms.

The question of teleology in the TRAVELS, the problem

of imperfect human versus 'tthe perfection of naturern thus

links the Fourth Voyage to the phenomenon of man, Teilhard de

Chardinrs positíve formulation of the problem posed by the

presence of the human, at once part of the natural order and

yet also its great exception. It is not only .the Houyhnhnms

who are perplexed by the human; the difficulty of explaining,
of valuing and even of identifying the human is prefigured ín

the other three books as well.
In the first voyage, Gulliver for a1l his strength and
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mountain of flesh, but still a man. And GuIliver, seeing the
Lilliputians, sees thern as men as well. Ironically, however,

Gulliver is taken aback at this matter of fact acceptance of
his size. lte is surprised by "the intrepidity of these
diminutive mortalsrr who do not seem to be the least troubred
that he might use his prodigious powers at any moment and dash

a fevr of them to the ground. cuiriverrs surpr i se at their rack

of awe strikês a responsive chord in the reader who recognizes
the subconscious fantasy that in a society of miniature
humans, one might be worshipped as a god. Simultaneously, of
course, comes Swift's ironic point: since when have human

beings been in a\,re of deity? Accordingly, when the
Lilliputians take cuLliver,s,measure, they never mistake him

for deity despite his size and strength.
Indeed, not only do they not mistake him for a deity

on the basis of his size, they infer from their inventory of
his possessions that his watch is "either some unknown Animal

or the cod that he worships" (I.iir35). The monumental

self-assurance of that either-or is absurdly comic, and

typically human in its intellectual arrogance. Their
conclusion seems an absurd and comicaL mistake¡ we think they
are gullible and credulous. Gulliver, having a 1itt1e fun at
their expense, has solemnly told them that the r,¡atch is his
oracle, which is true enough in that he consults it. The

Liltiputians take him at h'is word, seemingly not f in<ìing it
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incongruous that Gulliver would worship a deiÈy smaller than

himself. Yet while the Lilliputian assumption is not literally
true it nonetheless accurately captures an iîìportânt
pychological truth. The LiIliputians, observing GuJ.liver,
somehow intuit that the tvatch, that wonderful ,,engine" is
indeed what GuIIiver worships. Accordingly, the comic

mísunderstanding is the satiric affirmation of modern Europers

tendency to see the universe as a giant clockwork mechanisrn.

In LiIliput, however, the argument from design is sholn to be

a metaphor which reveals more about the metaphorist than about

Nature. The wonder of the Lilliputians at this 'rGloberl

suspended from its silver chain recalls Milt.onrs description
in PARADISE LoST of the universe "hanging in a goJ.den

chain,/this pendant world.r', In seeing the watch, the
Lilliputians are struck by the .wonder of its strange
appearance and its sound, rra rvonderfuL kind of engine

which made an incessant noise like that a watermillr' (I. ii
35). But seeing this, they do not then do what they are

"supposed to dor¡ vrhich is to infer the existence of its
designer. Instead, they infer something about the relationship
of the r.ratch to Gulliver, seeing it in terrns of a god and its
worshipper, rather than a mechanical contrivance and its
owner. The clock metaphor of the argument of design thus maj<es

the clock the tyrannical god who ciictates or [points the Time

for every Action of his Lif e'r (I.ii 35). At the same time, the

human sees himself as made in the image of ¡nachine he himself
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has invented, and enslaved by a metaphor of his own devising,

a clockwork mechanism rather than a living spirit.
Significantly, in Lilliput, Gulliver is bound by chains the

size of those of r¡a Ladyrs I^¡atch" (1.i.28). The rcatch chains,

for all their delicacy, are nevertheless effective, and like
the metaphor itself, are mind-forged manacles. In using the

Lilliputians as rrinnocent' observers, without a bias for the

watclì or the metaphor, Swift points up a central difficulty
\^rith this argument which claims to be able to infer the

existence of deity without the benefit of revelation.
Ironically, the Lilliputians, on the basis of logical
inference alone, manage to narrot^, the possibilities to an

either-or: either animal or machine. However, Swift's satire
makes us realize that they, Èoo, are dependent on Gulliverts
rrrevelation" to decide the true facts of the aatter.

In Book Tvro, the argument from design takes a new turn
with the problem of determining Gulliver's identity. First,
Gulliver is rnistaken for an animal and rnust convince the giant
farmer who finds him in the fieLd that he is instead a

'rrational Creature." Then, when Gulliver is taken to court to

meet the Queen, she is "surprised at finding so much f^¡it and

good Sense in so diminutive an Animal" (2.iii ,LOZ). On the

other hand, the King thinks that Gulliver must be "a piece of

Clock-work ('¡hich is in that Country arrived to a very great

Perfection) contrived by some ingenious Artist" (2. iii IO3) .

Yet again, whereas the King had thouqht Gullíver so well made
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as to be clockwork, rather than a live creature, the Kingts

three wise men can only conclude that Gulliver is so badly

made for survíval in nature that he ,,could not have been

produced according to the regulår Lates of ¡lature.rl

After much Debate, they concluded unanimously that I
was only a Relplum Scalcath, which is interpreted literally as
Lusus naturae; a determination exactly agreeable to the Modern
Philosophy of Europe: whose professors, disdaining the old
Evasion of occult Causes, v¡hereby the Follovjers of Aristotle
endeavour in vain to disguise their ignorance; have inventedLhis wonderful Solution of alt Difficulties, to the
unspeakable Advancement of human Knowledge (2.iii IO4).

Ironically, having dismissed all the natural
explanations which might account for Gulliverts existence,
only the impossible explanation by rroccult 'causesrr remains.

Disdaining the supernatural explanation in favor of the

.qristoteliân non-explanation ironically affirms the King,s

original reaction that, Gulliver, fearfully and rvonderfully
macìe, must indeed have been contrived by some "ingenious
artist.rl

Much of v¡hat happens in this episode in Book Tv¡o

foreshadows what v¡i11 come later in Book Four; it also
re-works the argument from design first introduced in
Lilliput. Thus, Gulliver, who as a modern European sees nature

in mechanical terms, can't help but compare the Brobdingnagian

farner's voice to the sound of a watermill, echoing the image

of the Lilliputians for his watch. The difficutty the
Brobdingnagians have in deciding whether culliver is an animal

or a piece of clockwork is yet another variatÍon of the
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Lillioutian either-or with regard to Gulliver's watch.

ltoreover, the contemptuous disciain with which the

Brobdingnagian scbolars dismiss GulLiver's claim that he is a

rational creature nrefigures the similar inferences made by the

Houyhnhnms. Significantly, however, the ârgument from design

takes an additional form in this voyage. The three scholars

disniss Gulliverrs existence as a freak of nature because of
his Ímpossibly small- size; however, the "littte oId Treatise,"
the Brobclingnagian text on morality, takes as its theme the

fraility of the human body, all the more ironic since even a

race of giants is malaclaptecì for survival in nature. The irony

is not lost on Gulliver r,,rho, however, assumes that ít is merely

another instance of the universal human trait, the result of

the rrQuarrels we raise vrith ttature" (137). culliver dismisses

the moral inferences drawn from this as vain speculation since

in fact human beings do manage to survive. The tragic isolation
of the human in bhe natural world is lost on him âs is the

Brobdingnagian parallel with the Fa11, the tonging for a lost
mythic age when human beings rnust have been more lrobust.rl

The argument from Cesign was originally intended to

prove the existence of God from the fact of clesign in nature.

Swiftrs ironic uses of the argurnênt in Books One and Two point

up the fact that despite careful logic, inference alone can

nevertheless Leacl to absurd, and more importantly false,
conclusions. In each case, some additional information is
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needed and significantty, such information provided by

GuIliver can only be accepted by the skeptical Lilliputians
and Brobdingnagians on faith. To the skepticial observer, it
is as difficult to prove the existence of the human as it is
to prove the existence of God. In Book Four, however, the
Houyhnhnms accept the existence of the human as yahoo as

proved. 9lhat remains in doubt is his valuè. The two arguments

join here-*the argument from design as well as thê argument

about man's irrational nature. For the Houyhnhnms accept the
Yahoo as an animal; the problem is that the yahoo is a fibadt

animal-*bad in the sense of being badly designed, bad in the

sense of being irrational and bad in the sense of being
mâlicious.

In the Fourth Voyager'then, the argument from design is
used to criticize bad design and becomes an indict¡nent against
humani.ty. Gulliver accepts the Houyhnhnm indictment of human

irrationaLíty as weII as the Houyhnhnm j udgement that the
yahoo is a rrbadrr animal. If the cod of the Bible exists, to
accept such criticism is blasphemy on Gulliver's part,
although the Houyhnhnm Master, unaware of Biblical revelation,
cannot be indicted for blasphemy. GuI1iver, on the other hand,

can be indicted for accepting these half-truths as

constituting the ful1 truth about the human. Given Biblical
revelation, these half-truths in effect become become false
assertions.

But if an impersonal God exists, the unmoved mover of
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the deists, then the Horlyhnhnm criticism of the human is not
blaspherny. It is the sober recognition that the designer,
though a deity, haci badly managed the matter. Incleed, this is
precisely the tack Hume takes in bis critique of the argunent
from design. Fôr Hume, the mere fact of a design does not
imply a goocl <lesigner. He offers a number of hypotheses each

of which could be valirily inferred from the perception of
design: the tJorld could have been clesigne<i as an experiment

that failed; as an exercise by an infant rleity or by a senile
cieity; created and then neglected or forgotten so that it has

deteriorated from its original state, and many other such

variations. Thus, the Houyhnhnms do not have to be taken as

deists-*what is important however, is that their argunents

about the sheer animal inadequacy of the human cannot be

refuted by deistic proofs. The onty. possible refutation of the

tlouyhnhnm critigue rçou1d be a series of assertions about the
personality of God as revealed through scripture: a perfect
God who has created the human in the divine image; a loving
God whose invoLvement in creation did not stop with the

creation but is an ongoing providential care for the created
order.

Christianity and the Christian anstrer are thus offered
implicitly by Srvif t so that the reader will <jiscover them as

providinq the only answer, the only solution to the logical
and metaphysical probtems posed by the skepticism of the
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Houyhnhnms. Thus, Swift's irony reveãls the seriousness of the

metaphysicai. problem posed by the human in the natural order.
Christianity is not offered as a religion among other
religions. It is not that it would be ùnice" if Christianity
!,rere true but rather that if Christianity is not true there is
no way to escape the pessimistic misanthropic conclusions of
such reasonÍng. Morêover, these doctrinal assertions are

absolutely essentiaL in order to assert the value of the

human.

This is an extremely important point and one that is
easily missecl . The central problêm for the philosophy of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was how to validate human

knowledge through sense experience. But the fIaç¡ in such

philosophical systems is that they leave unquestioned the
problem of human value. Thus Descartest cogito proof proves

the existence of the thinking setf, but does not prove its
vaIue.

Thus, if we placed Descartes before the Horse in the
Fourth Voyage, the great phíIosopher and mathematician woutd

be just as subject to the horse laughs of the Houyhnhnms as

ever Gulliver v¡as. The problern is that mere existence does not

confer vaIue. In all such philosophical discussions, human

value is taken as axiomatic, as a given, but çrhat the logic of
tbe Fourth Voyage shows is that this assumption is
unwarranted. Human value is not a datum which can be verified
by experience. Thus apart from a loving cod vrho has conferred
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vaLue on the human, first through the gift of creation, and

then again through the gift of re<iemption, value is not a

given nor can it be taken for granted as a hurnan attribute.
Accordingly, in a society v¡hich has Lost its sense of a

personal God, value can no longer be seen as conferred on

every individual ¡nerely by being born; instead it can only be

inferred or conferred by others on other grounds.

tnlhen value is not a hunan birthright, then it must be

"earnedrr--making the struggle to assert oners value yet

another way the individuaL must negotíate with the ¡nora1

economy of the culture, which inevitably equates value with
wealth, status, power and privilege. !t7hen value must be

earned, moral judgements become part of a transaction, in
r,rhich those in power have th'e the right to decide individual
worth. ¡laturally, they rvil1 maintain that their judgements

have been arrived at by using rational, universal standards

dictated by Reason or t:tature, rather than arbitrary preference

or $rhim. But it is alr.rays a buyer I s market. For if rrè are
ju<lged on such rrrationaLrr groun<ls, on the basis of our

behaviour, who of us çvou1d survive?

However, once we acceÞt the right of others to jucige us

and to confer our value, even if we could conform to standards

of virtue and seem to have earned our place in society, our

lives would stiII be subject to the inferences others could

Ínake. 9¡e rvould alvrays be on trial, Iiving ín a Kafkaesque

world, aÈ the mercy of the staters nerciless "rationality."
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This is how Sv¡ift sees the realm of the third voyage, in r¿hich

governments Look for reliable r4ays to prevent political
disruption by various methods of "scientific'r inferences and
rrcures.'r Ultimately, all four voyages show that rationality is
either subject to definitions by human whi¡n or by the
Houyhnhnm.

It is only in the Fourth Voyage that Swift shows that
the creed in which one believes can become a matter of Life
and death. Our psychic rvholeness, our sanity, our self-esteem,
depend on how we define the human and more inportantly hov¡ we

participate in the hurnan. Gulliver survives all the traumas of
his other voyages through his ingenuity, his resourcefulness
and hís infinite adaptability. But the Gulliver erho survives
the Fourth Voyage, survives only bodily. His mind and his
spirit have been pernanently altered. If he were a horse, we

would say his spirit had been broken; but in the case of
Gulliver this process has not served a useful purpose.

Gulliver has not been rrdomesticated"; he has not been broken

in order to render him more useful. Instêad, he is fiIlêd v¡ith
self-Ioathing, unable to bear human society and living in
Ionely isolatÍon and despa i r.

These rather abstract phi Iosophical matters would

remain mere speculation if Svrift r,jere not so gifted in the
matter of transforming argument into vivid and unforgettable
images. The problern of human value and the nature of the human

assume sinister proportions in the Fourth Voyage through
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Swiftrs trêatment of the recurrent theme of clothing and

shipbuilding. In the Fourth Voyage these become the

culmination of images and themes which had seemed to provide

rnerely incidental satire in the earlier voyages.

Throughout the voyages for example, Gul l iver i s

obsessed by the problem of his clothing-*an inevitable subject
in such long voyages. Àfter all, whether one is stranded in
foreign courts or in remote regions, survival, çociaI. as well
as physical , depends on one's clothing. By the Fourth Voyage,

readers are accustomed to finding Guttiver coping with this
perennial occupational hazard. In the Fourth Voyage, however,

matters take a different turn" At first, it seems to be no

more than the fact that Gulliver is no longer relying on the

competence or incompetence of tailors and seamstresses but has

instead beco¡ne resourceful and self-re1iant. This becomes

apparent as Gulliver recounts how happily he managecl to live
in the country of the Houyhnhnms. Far from society, far frÕm

civilisation, he discovered that he could live quite simply

making do with v¡hat wqs at hand to "settllel my tittle
Oeconomy to my Heartrs content'r (4.x 276 ) . Elaborating on this
theme, he goes on to explain how he managed to contrive
clothing from animal furs and used wood to replace the worn

out soles of his shoes. All weLl and good. But then comes the
shocking information: once the upper leather on his shoes erore

out, he replaced it with "the Skins of yahoos dried in the

Sunfr (2761 . The enormity of the action is out of aI1
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proportion to its placeinent as a detail in the sentence: "f
soaled my Shoes t{ith hlood nhich I cut from a Tree, and fitted
to the upper Leather, and when this wore out, I supplied it
with the Skins of yahoos. dried in the Sun." This is a prirne

example of S!., i f tr s bi tter remark to Steele that ,,There are

solecisms in morals as ere1l as in Ianguage', (price 5B). The

reader grasps the grammatical sense of Gulliver's sentence but

realizes i¡ith horrÕr that for Gulliver there is no moral

climension in this way of using language because, after all,
once something has been cief ined as an animal, its sl<in may

just as well be used as a kínd of leather.

For the rnodern reader, cullivêrrs practice in this
regard inevitabì.y conjures up the horrifying practices of the

ITazi concentration camps where householcl objects were

fashioned from human skin, not so much for their utility as

objects but rather as proof that the Nazis did not shrink from

the logicaJ. consequences of denying humanity to their victims.
In Gulliverrs case, hovrever, rvhat is chilling is that there is
no sense of crime, nor a defiant sense of glee in performing

the unthinkable. Instead, therê is a nonchaJ.ance amounting to
moral obtuseness, that characteristic which Martin price has

found typical of Swift's personae and the true subject of
Swift's satiric attacks (price 58). Once the yafroo has been

defined as cattle, no moral scruple is involved. Gulliver
experiences neither the pangs of conscience nor a perverse

pleasure of sin in his ability to carry out dehumanisation to
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its logical concLusion. In fact, he reports ths episode in
order rrto verify the Truth of these two Maxims: That |lature is
easily satisfied and That Necessity is the Mother of

Inventionrr (4. x 276) . But does necessity require such

invention? It seems rather the case of Milton's "necessÍty/
the tyrant's plea excused his devilsh deeds." For in the

country of the Houyhnhnms where neither horses nor yahoos are

shod, Gulliver will stop at nothing to maintain the vestiges
of clothing as a remnant of his civilised and exceptional

nature. And to do that he becomes willing to do that !,¡hich the

horses have never done. The Houyhnhnms, for aIl their contempt

for Yahoos as irrationaL and eviJ. beings, have never turned

the Yahoo into this kínd of object.

But as eví1 as Gulliverrs action is, it is also absurd.

For what are to say of his desperate attempt to hang Õn to the

outer evidence of his humanity when the upper leather of his
shoe is merely another layer of human skin? In what sense is
this sti1l a shoe? In the sense that it is an outer covering

for the human foot. it fulfills the dictionary definition of a

shoe, but in the sense that the protection is provided by

human skin rather than a tougher animal leather, it defies

comnon sense ancl horrifies the mind with its mad logic. f.tere

Yahoos kiIIed merely to provide Gulliver "itf, shoes? The

horror is macle more obvious, Irere Gulliver's practice in this
matter applied to horses, to a scheme for shoeing a horse with
hooves taken from another horse. f.louLd one need to kiIl horses
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in order to effect this convenience? But then even this
í11ogic has been foreshadowed in Book Three, in the Academy,s

scheme for petrifying the hooves of living horses in order to

spare the trouble and expense of shoeing them. In her

discussion of Laputa, Kathleen tTill"iams cites this scheme as

an example of ho\^, "fn Book three, the useful is turned into
the unusable and the vital into the atrophiedr' It'iitliams, 65].
But the full ¡nora1 horror of an animal being used in this vray

does not strike the reader until one imagines substituting a

Houyhnhnm for the experiment in Lagado. SimilarIy. the moral

implicatÍons of Gulliverrs actions do not become fuIIy clear
until we have substituted human for yahoo in Gulliver's
project. Since thê moral equations of the Fourth Voyage

require us to see the Houyhnhnms as rational horses and tbe

Yahoos as irrational hunans, Iearning to make such

substitutions is in fact central to the moral calculus SwifÈ

is expecting the reader to master.

It ís important to note the inherent absurdity of
Gulliverrs enterprisè in this matter because it alters the

meaning of his righteous indignation in condemning the

bloodshed in wars fought over clerical vestments 3 ,'tvhat is the

best colour for a Coat, vrhether Black, Itrhite, Red or Grey; and

whether it should be long or short, narro\,, or wide, dirty or

cleani with many more" IV.246]. This connection is important

because Gulliverrs anger derives from a sense of moral outrage

that such "Difference in Opinions hath cost many Millions of
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Lives" for nothing more than disagreement about symbols (4.v

246). Such disproportionåte behaviour indicts human beings as

brutes. Yet in the matter of Gulliver's olvn vestments, his
dignity see¡ns to require bloodshed precisely to maintain such

symbolic distinctions bet$reen Gulliver and the brutish yahoos,

even though they are Iiterally onì.y 'tskin deep',. IronicaJ.ly,
the readerrs quarrel tvith culliver perpetuates the difference
in opinion: not so much whether Flesh be Bread or Breacl be

Flesh but whether flesh be flesh.
But there is stilL more in this matter of yahoo skins.

r,¡7hen Gulliver is told that he must Leave the country of the

horses, be decides to contrive some sort of ship although, as

he tells his Houyhnhnm master, rtmany Materials necessary for
making a small Vessel to carry me off, were wholly wanting in
this Country, which, however, I would attempt in Obedience and

Gratitucle to his Honour, although I concluded it to be

impossible, and therefore looked on myseJ.f as alreacly devoted

to Destruction" [4.x,28Ø). Here, Gul l iverr s language and his
reasoning parodies the Biblicat faith and BiblicaI obedience

to divine command of an Abraham or a Noah. In an ironic
reversal, Gulliver obeys as if the Houyhnhnm Haster's superior
rationality is ornniscient, but at the same time he <ioes so

clearly against his own better judgement. rhe ieader câught up

in the story telling does not quite take in the full
significance of Gulliver,s assertion that many necessary

materials are lacking, until that is, vre discover an Indian
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treecanoe does

bark**which

not mean a canoe made from treês or

is plenti fu1 but one made out of

detail casually inctuCed by Gulliver as just one of rnany

involved in the ,,mechanics,, of such a project:
But I shall not trouble the Reader with a particularDescription of my own Mechanics; Let it suffice to sày that insix f^leeksr time, with the Help of the Sorrel ñug, whoperfor:ned the parts that required most labour, I finiãhe¿ aSort of Indian Canoe, but much larger, covering it with theskins of yahoos werl stitched toge[hei, with tté.p.n rtriããas ot

my own making. My Sait was likewise composea of lhe Skins ofthe same Animal; but I made use of the youngest I could getrthe older being too tough and thick, anå I -Iikewise prorríd.dmyself with four paddles. I laid in a Stock of boiled Flesh,of Rabbets and Fowls, and took vrith me two Vessels, one filledwith Milk, and the other vrith i{ater. stopping all--thechinks v¡ith yahoost TaIlow, till I found it staüncfri ane ableto bear me and my Freight. And when it r,¡as as conpleat as Icould possibly rnake it, I had it draln on a Cairiage verygently by Yahoos to the Sea*sider under the Concluct -of 
tnéSorrel Nag and another Servant (4.x 2gL-2).

Accordingly, he sets out to make a canoe out of yahoo

Indians.

sk í ns, a

Once again, Swift's irony alfows us to see the matter
from GuIliver's point of view*-the yahoo is an anirnal, and

therefore, the canoe and the sails are made from the skins of

"the same animaf." At the same time, Swift underlines
Gulliverrs moral insensitivity by showing him in the act of
choosing and reasoning as to which of these "anima1s,, would

best serve his purpose. Here too, the reader is trapped by

culliver's reasoning. Having accepted the premise that the
Yahoo is merely animal, we âre then forced to make a series of

"rational" choices which fotlow from this premise, choices
which force us to see the young snatched from the herri, killed
in some way, skinned and utimately boiled to renCer body fat
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as rrYahoo tallo\,J.I' As for those "chinkst' surely they represent
another slip in the logic; chinks are after a1I the gaps in
wood not in Ieather stitching. The horrifying sequence

culminates in the irony of these unteachable creatures being

instructed to draw this ¡nonstrous contrivance "very gently" to

the seas ide.

tÌith this imaqe of Gulliver's canoe, we are confronted
by the grisliest inage of the mind-body problem ever devised.

The mind is outraged by these images and yet once Gulliver's
neutral language is "translated" by the reader in this way,

vrhat else couJ.d possibty be involved? Once the "Indian canoe"

is seen in this way, rve have the ímage of Gulliver, the

rational soul piloting a ship encased in human skin, yet the

f.iving man is as much a shell of humanity as the ship he has

made. Descartes had described the relation of the body to the
soul as one v¡hich is more intimate than that of the pilot to
his ship. IronicaIIy, in using this metaphor, Descartes seems

to be unaware of how often sailors are shipwrecked and

separated from their ships. In the TRAVELS, of course.

Gulliver as saí1or spends ¡nore time separated from his ship
than he ever spends at sea. This, however, seems rnerely the
necessary excuse needed to allow S\.rif t as author to launch

cutliver on his improbable adventures. Ho"ever, vrith this
episode of the canoe made of human skin, Gulliver's
relationship with ships assumes symbolic proportions. As

Gulliver sits in hÍs canoe, he is supported on all sides by
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human flesh sacrificed so that he might live.
Confronted by this image sum¡noned to the mind by

Sv¡ift's storyteLling strategy, critical language breaks down

as one triês to rrtranslate'r this new twist on a taLe of a tub.
Faced with the spêctre of this ship, such translation is not

the heresy of paraphrasei instead, it becomes morally
incumbent on Lhe reader to resist Gulliverrs rorthodoxÍ moral

categories. Not to do so would constitute the heresy.

Gulliver in his canoe, becomes the personification of
the mincl-body metaphor, with culliver the living spirit
encased in human flesh. Thus, GuIIiver in the canoe is quite
literaIly the incarnation of such a metaphor. Since

traditional Christian interpretations see the shíp as symbolic
of the Church of Christ with the Cross as its mast, the sight
of Gulliver surrounded ly tu*an flesh, v¡ith tattered human

skin nailecl to thê mast, is, however, a demonic parody of the
Incarnation, in which One died to save the many. Instead,

Gulliver sits in his canoe made of the skins of countless
corrupt Yahoos, so that the life of one "perfect yahoor might
be saved. (Ferguson 181) .

Gulliver,s ship is most truly a human vessel, but
having said that r^rhat is one to say of the captain reho "mans,'

this ship? Gulliverts rescue by Don pedro de Mêndez

symbolically juxtaposes the two captains, opening the text to
the generation of further ironies.

In his relationship to culliver, Don pedro is a
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Conradian alter ego. But having said that, we can see that if
the Yahoo is a valid description for the hurnan, it is surely
as the dark side of the human, as the sharlow but not the \.rhote

self. Gulliver may be the quilty secret sharer in Don pedrors

cabin, but it is Don pedro v¡ho is the norm, the ordinary good

man, obeying thê precêpts of simple, common, Christian
charity. In the very ordinariness of his virtues, we see their
truly extradordinary ímportance. For Don pedro's existence

confounds the arguments which justify misanthropy on enpirical
grounds. The Houyhnhnms, after a1l, indict the yahoo as evil
on the basis of their observed behaviour. It is not that Don

Pedro is not a yahoo, he most certainJ.y is; but as a

Christian, he is also a ,'new creaturert capable of virtue
through mimesis, through the imitation of Christ's precept and

exainple.

Don Pedro serves an even ;nore important function in the

text, apÞearing in the narrative at this point so as to
reverse the process of truth by quantification which dominates

the TRAVELS. Ironically, vrhile it seems unlikely that one man

can turn the tide of pessimism the Fourth Voyage has released,
nevertheless, his impact seems to do just that. But if it is
central to the moral vison of the tale that the existence of
one good man is enough to overturn the theory åbout the many,

hre are not asked to take this platitude on faith. Instead, the
reader experiences its truth in the reading. The reacler's
pleasure in encountering Don pedro is 1ike the joy of finding
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the lost coin, or remembering one small thing one has

forgotten but v¡hich once renembered opens up endLess vistas of
possibility. For the miracle of Don pedro is that he is
ordinary; he nay be a sinrpte portuguese sea captain, but every

country and every tovJn, every village and every hamlet can

boast his like, ordinary men and women who are the salt of the

earth, loving, kind, helpfut. Indeed, when we re-read the

TRAVELS we encounter many such "brother officers.r'

But Don Pedro, through his name, becomes part of the

elaborate semantic problem created by the Houyhnhnms and by

Gul1íverrs narrow definition of truth. For Don pedro for all
his unexceptionable virtues is given a rather questionable

name: Don Pedro de Mendez. !.Vhy has Sv¡ift chosen to undercut

the solid virtues of St. peterrs namesake by giving hi¡n a name

vrhich suggests his menriacity? If he had wisheci to signat

Christian virtues, why not have given his rescuer a far less

ambiguous name such as that of Robert purefoy, for example.

Gulliver's surgeon on the voyage to the Houyhnhnms? The name

beco¡nes inportant because its ambivalence suggests that Sqrift

may be undercutting the moral status the reader might be

tempted to grant Don Pedro. However, pèdro de Mendezrs full
name, Iike Lemuel Gulliverrs own, contains within it a rvhole

theology. For Don Pedrors name opens up thè text to the

Christian story. The portugese sea captain is named after the

apostle Peter, narned by Christ as the rock on rvhích he v¡ould

buiLcì his Church. But Peter, Lhe faithful discipLe, is also
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the rìísciple who denied Christ, a tlenial Christ had foreseen

ancì foretold. Since Christ was fully arvare of this even as he

selected Peter âs the foundation for the church, he might

easily have said, on this "snlenCide menclaxt, r..lilI I buÍld my

church. Thus, Don Pedrors fuII name caotures the para<ioxical

foundation of Christianity in whÍch imoerfect man is chosen by

perfect Truth to achieve divine ends. Don peclror s name thus

conveys both the devotion which has sustained the Church as

well as the weakness rvhich can always threaten it. Given the

paradoxes of truthtelling ancl lies in the TRAVELS, Christ
breaks the deacilock, not by comprornising truth with falsehood,

but by accenting anri forgiving the fraility and transforming
it to strenc¡th. swift's saÈire does not effect what Kathleen

llilliarns has called the Augustân compronÍse, but rather
remincls us of the historical fact of the reconciliation
betvreen the divine and the human which makes ongoing instances

of charíty between indivicluals possible.

The vignette alludecl to in Don pedrors name iltustrates
an imoortant !ruth about the relationship between the tv¡o

orders, the supernatural ancl the natural worId, r.rhich Landa

believes cannot be fused without subtly transforming strif È's

intention" (Landa 269 ) . But the story of peterrs denial of
Christ does not show how these orders "fuse" so nuch as how

they intersect, Iike t.he Cross itself, in the lovin-o

condescension of the divine, which chooses to reach down anrl

pull up the conscience=sLricken peter, prostrate with grief at
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is highly
significant is that this meeting of the vertical and the

horizontal, ín the condescension of the divine for the hunan

could not have been predicted. All rational ethical syllogisms
would have had to conclude that peter teas nor¡r morally unfit
for his great task and had forfeited Christ's friendship. The

conclescension of the divine to the 'runf orgivablerr the

irrational, in Peter's saying "the thing which vras notr', is
remarkable in that it is splendidly illogical and dÍvinely
irrational by aIl the standards the Houyhnhnms hold sacred.

The story of Peterrs denial and its happy outcome thus turns
on ironic reversal--a pattern which Swift has made the

hallmark of his style. To grasp the cosmic irony is to grasp

the theology. This point must be stressed since Louis Landa

rejects a Christian reading of the TRAVELS on the ground that
what is at issue is not "the context of a divine scherne of
thÍngs'r found in Swiftrs sermons, but rather "a different
order of ideas or level of reality, with more limited issues,

in which man is considered Ias] . . . a mundane, dornestic,

political and social creature. The tvro orders cannot be fused

so neatly without subtly transforning Swiftrs intention"
(Landa 269). what this view overlooks, however, is that the

God of the Judeo=Christian tradition is preeminently concerned

vJith the "mundane" detaits of the human creature who needs

ínstruction in every nÍnute detail of existence, from how to

eat to hov¡ to bathe, hovr to marry and horv to pray. Landa is
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is rigbt only if v¡e read in a linear fashÍon, as Gulliver
writes. If we pay attention to the historical clirnension of the

discourse, Swift's language reminds us that $re ¡nust supply the

Christian story, whether as history or as histoire, rçhich in
turn autornatically alludes to rrthe context of a divine scheme

of things." Accordingly, in Gulliverrs encounter vrith Don

Pedro vre have the symbolic juxtaposition of the gospel

according to Gulliver and the gospel according to Christ.
Given the fact that Gutliver has accepted the logical

categories of the Houyhnhnms, it is logical that he should

react rvith dismay at the encounter rvith the kindLy Don pedro.

For the encounter defies all the articles of culliver's ner.t

faith; Don Peclro contradicts everything Gulliver trknows. Í On

arriving in Lisbon, Gu11íveq obtains Don pedrors assurance of
secrecy in all he has revealed, fearing that "the least Hint
of such a story r.rould probably . put me in Danger of being

imprisoned, or burnt by the Inquisition" (288) . culliver's
anxiety in the matter, as his similar anxiety in the matter of
the trampling of the crucifix, is unclerstandable on one leveL

but provokes puzzling groblems. Just what role is it that
Gulliver is imaginíng for himself? Has he cast himself as a

Jer.J or as a Galileo, as a heretic Christian, or as a true
believer of a n er^, faith? Is Gulliver avrare that his viervs

reject the Christian solution to the problem of fallen hunan

nature? The Inquistionr s tortures asicle, coulC GuIliver's
beliefs viithstand rigorous interrogation in which he r,roulcl
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have to affirm or deny hunan value by affirming or rlenying a

christian creed? I.¡hat truth or falsehoocl is Gulriver terrified
of betraying yet unvrilling to dÍe for? In trying to inagine
what assertion, vrhat proposition Gulliver is terrified of
denying or being forced to affirm, r,¡e find ourselves back in
the realm of language and logic.
It is also the real¡n of the Fourth Voyage in which Gulliver,

heretofore the articulate representative of the human race,

cannot justify the ways of man in the face of Houyhnhnm

inquisitions either. Although Gulliver is not struck dumb, his
assent to the fact of human irrationality robs his r.¡orcls of
any value. Ðven his assent is absurd. The Liar's paradox

surfaces once more: A yahoo says, All yahoos are liars. But

can he be believerl? Indeed, do his vrords mean anything?

I'loT E S

l. In his edition of JOSEpH A¡IDRnI,lS, Martin C. Battestinidentifies the source of Fieldingrs alLusion ín an extensivefootnote to "the second of Deux discours envoyez à none, ì
l.Jongeigneur 1e Cardinal Ben
cle Balzac (I594-I654). Averroes had praised Aristotle as theperfection of nature; a Later philosopher, BaLzac rernarks,extended the hyperbole, calling him 'U¡.lE SECONDE NATURE., "Henry Fielding, JOSEpH ALIDREI\7S, Martin C. . Battestin, ed.(Boston: Riverside Houghton Mifflín, l96I), lbB, 314n.

?. ¡rvin Ehrenpreis explores the relationship to the logicaldefinítions of "man,', and "rationality,' in the 
"ná1"=sdebates about hotv animal rational shoulã be CefÍned. Hisdiscussion of Locke is particularly useful: "The t,teaning ofGulliverrs Last Voyage,', in S¡tIFT: TT4ENTIETH CEftTURy ViE[^IS,Ernest Tuveson, ed. (EngJ.ervood Cliffs, N.J: prentice_Ha1l,
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His discussion of Locke is particularly useful: rThe Meaning
of Gulliverrs Last Voyager', in S!{IFT: Tr¡iENTIETH CE¡¡TURy vID}¡S r.Ernest Tuveson, ed. {Englewood Cliffs, N.J: prentíce*HaIlr
I9761. AIso R.s. Crane, I'The Houyhnhnms, the yahoos and theHistory of Ideas," in TfdFINTIETH cE¡lTURy INTERPRETATIO¡lS OF
cULLIVERTS TRAVELS, Frank Brady, ed. (Engler.rood Ctif f s, ¡.!.J.:Prentice-Ha1l, I968), BO-88. Also, CIive- probyn provide= anexcellent discussion of the eighteenth century background tothe ongoing debate about logic as welL âs the story óf Swift'ssteadfast refusal to study logic during his - universitystudies, in "Swift and the Human predicamenl,', in a collection
of essays he has ed i ted : THE ART OF JOH¡IATHAIJ SI,ÍIFT, (London :Vision Press, I978) , 57-8O. t,torton G. I^thite disåusèes theproblem posed by considering stâtements such as 'rMan is arational animaLI as an analytic statement in his article, r'The
Analytic and the Synthetic: An Untenable DuaIism,i' in
SEÞjÀNTICS A¡lD THE PHILOSOPHY OF LÀ¡IGUAGE, ed. Leonard Linsky,
19!bllu! University of Illinois, 1963, orig. pub. Lg52j ,272.286. The vixens and the siblings are his eianples.
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CONCLUS T OI'¡

0uite neatly, Srvif t has constructecl a story which

documents, in the very act of the telling, the problem

generally knor,rn as the loss of the philosophical subject. The

human race doês not vanish, nor does genocide prove to be

nêcessary. It is the idea of the human that is abolished. The

Yahoo continues to copulate and defecate in the lanclscape both

in the land of the horses as well as in Èhe surrounding hurnan

civilisation. But somehow, the human/yahoo sIíps through a

hole in the argunent, disappearing through the semantic web of
Ianguage. l¡lhen Gulliver first arrives in Houyhnhnmland, he is
baffled by the behaviour of the horses, and irnagines that
their seeming to possess a rational intelligence must be the

result of necromancy or witchcraft, the result of some sort of
magic or ilIusion. Ironically, this.in fact turns out to be

closer to the truth than first appears to be the case. For the

human person is defined out of existence through the

abracadabra of words and discourse. The philosophical subject,
the thinking subject rvho articulates the discourse, becomes

instead the object of the discourse. yet the Houyhnhnms,

lraving 1ogical1y disposed of the claims of the human, are

nevertheless stil1 baffled by the yahoo--whether Gulliver or

aII those others*-lvho remain stubbornly there. Although the

existence of Yahoos defies al1 rational explanation, violates
aIl- natural lavi, yet they persist as a phenonûenon, the

fascinating subject matter of endless debate and discussion in
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Èhe Houyhnhn:n councils. The Yahoo remains an anornaly, that
lusus naturae which exists but nhose exístence cannot be

explained. Accordingly, Gullíver's presênce arnong the

Houyhnhnms precipitates a crisis, for his existence conpounds

the anomaly. 'l,lhen anomalies start to accumulate in this
fashion, they generate the crisis Thornas Kuhn has noticed as

the event which leads to a shift in paradigm. The Houyhnhnrns

are faced with just such a crisis. They must change their
paradigm, or get rid of GuIliver.

Accordingl-y, GuIliver is banished by the Houyhnhnnrs

because he defies their logic in his very acceptance of it,
contradicting a1l they knov¡ about yahoos and Houyhnhnms.

Although Gulliver's behaviour conforms to the dictates of
Reason, it is nevertheless , i11ogica1 precisely because it
deviates from the establishecl rrnormsrr of yahoo behaviour.

Thus, Gulliver is banished in a parody of the expulsion from

Eden, not because of his disobedience but because of his
perfect obedience. The yahoo is damned either vray. On the one

hand, the Yahoo is damnecl for irrationality, and yet on other,
he is also damned for rationality. Thus, culliver is trapped

by the Houyhnhnm Iogic which damns the unteachable yahoo for
his unnatural behaviour as well as the 'rgentle. yahoor for his
unnatural obedience to Nature and Reason. The perfect system

of the HouyhnhnrÌìs cannot brook such a contradiction, and so

Reason must banish that v¡hich it cannot explain in order to
maintain its power. Accordingly, GuIliver,s obedience is every
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bit as threatening to the established order of things as the

rebel.lious disobedience of the yahoos. Àgain, the ironies echo

the expulsion from Flden: If Gulliver stays, "he may become as

one of us."

In the figure of Gulliver, we have the man who has been

<iisilllrsioned by the demonstration of human irrationalit_rr. t{e

does not hor¿ever abandon the oaradíqm of v¡hat constitutes
Þerfect rationality. His love for ancì his faith in this 'rDet"
theory, âre so strong that râther than acimit the paradigm rnay

be ínsufficient, he would rather see Ít manifested in a

society of horses than have to abandon the vision. Gulliver's
faith then is a version of the clai¡ì that the operation was

successful, but the oatÍent died. As such, it is tlre perennial
triu:nph of hoÞe over exnerience seen in the Àcâdemy of Lagâdo.

The facÈ that the schemes were unworkable is only part of the
satire; the other is tbat even if sorne version of the rnacl hope

were nacle v¡orkable, no one troubles to v¡onder whether trhat
rworksr is necessarily rçhat is ,good. , There is tllus a

clisjuncbion between mechanical ooeration and moral works. The

perfect rationality which Gnlliverian man clreams of ¡nay not

work for humans; but then that ís only because ,,re have used

the wrong rrmaterial." ff we substitute Houyhnhnms for humans,

the experiment works perfectly. Thus, it is not that perfect
rationality is íinpossible, it is just that it ís only oossible
for another, more fortunate soecies. This conclusion, while
perfectly logical, at best forgets and at worst comptetely
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negates, the paradoxical value of tbe human in fortunate faIl.
In Gulliver's vision of the ideal, the entire human race is
darnned in a paro<ly of the Calvinist theory of the elect. But

the irony also reveals that the idea of a utopia is itseLf a

parody of the Kingciom of Heaven. Meanr.ihile, Lhe

Houyhnhnms=-denominated as the perfection of nature-=are
íronicaIJ.y indifferent to their blessings, having no religion
or theory which promises them such glory.

Accordingly, Gulliver's clespair is born of the
impossibility of mimesis, itself a parody of the imitation of
Christ. For no matter how hard he may try to imitate the

¡laster, he is doomed to fai]. llo matter how he may trot or

whinny, in faithful tribute to his Master Houyhnhnm, he cannot

be re"l:orn as a Houyhnhnm bu! remains a hopeless yahoo. t/¡ha t
does not bother Gulliver is where his new theory leaves the

human race. The worC damnation is out place in talking about

Gul1iver, since he is only struggling to complete a Iife
sentence. He is not troubled by the loss of futurity, ì:y the
loss of any meaningful future for the human race. In thís, he

is even more Lost to human concern than the inhabitants of
Laputa, who worry that the sun may cool- at any moment, thus

bringing life to an end.

Parable and parody join hancis here. If the imperfect is
a parody of the perfêct then the human is condemned to
perpetual parocly. The featherless biped is perpetually "aping',
those rrexcellênt euadrupeds. " I,iith the loss of tlle sacramental
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vision of the human in nature, we are left rvith the grotesque

parody of the excremental vision. In this parodic context, to
discuss the humån is merely to choose whether we shall speak

of the Big End or the Little End, r\'hether we shall speak of
brains or of assholes. ey contrâst, in the sacramental vision,
human desire is seen as something more than animal appetite.
Thus the br.ead of the Eucharist identifies the hunger for f oocl

with the hunger for Gocl as a singì.e appeti.te; the sacraments

of marriage and baptism mean that human sexual neecls and the

propagation of offspring are rnore than aninal nating and

breer!ing. Divorced from this vision, however, human life Ioses

meaning and purpose. The facts of life and life itself seem to
be no more than a collosal dirty joke vrhich polite well"bred
peopl.e are trained to ignorp. Living becomes a series of
endless acts of consumption and endless production of waste.

It is not that the world has becorne a wasteland, but that
human beings pollute it since all that is produced is merely

'rend product". ÞlerdIe, says Dickens, was the name of the age.

Even moral beliefs take on the quality of parody.

Optimism and pessimism are after all superficially simí1ar to
hope and despair. Vle reason ourselves into one or the other

on the quasi"moral grouncls that pessimism is 'rtruer or that
optimísm is "good." But we are involvecl in a "ari"" of mere

counter=assertions with one another as AIas<iair Maclntyre, s

analysis has shown because "there seems to be no rational way

of securing agreement in our culÈuretr (6). Our assertions are
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thus robbecl of their noral force which leaves them as mere

assertion of ethical preference. The optimist persists in his
whim; the pessiFrist snorts derisively at this lack of horse

sense. There is a r^¡or1cì of difference, however, betv¡een

optimism ancl Christian hope, between pessimism and despair.
Red Cross Knight in the Cave of Desoair recovers simply on

hearing Unars serene reminder of the fact of his salvation.
Even l.tarlolvers Faust, in despair at the thought of ciamnation,

thinks that perhaps aII he need cìo is assert the fact of
Christ's salvific grace. Christian hope is thus the

consequence of accepting as truth Christ's historical
lncarnation. It is Iogical granted belief in that truth; but

it is not rational in the sense that one could have inferred
it from oners observation ot' the natural v¡or1d.

Thus far our discussion has bought to rescue Sç¡ift's
satire by oroviding it with a satiric norm, an ideal stanclard

by which the claims Õf the human and the counter"clairns of the

Houyhnhnm can be judged. I have arguecl that the figure of
Chríst, Incarnate cod, provides such an implicit standard. But

the problems posed by the implicit versus the explicit in
Sv¡ift's narrative have far=reaching implications.

Trapped by the language of logic we need a melalanguage

to resolve the paradoxes r,¡hich are createcl by tanguage. In

Sr.¡if t's satires this metalanguage is provide.for the reader by

the language of values ancl the rvorld of vaLues behind and

beyond that used by the morally ol)tuse personae v¡ho is the
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ostensible r,¡riter. Accordingly, in Swiftrs other satires, this
shared knowledge of the metalanguage allov¡s Swift and the
reader to form a private communion, to share "a littte
language," as in Sl,rif tts JoUR¡¡AL To SfELLA. Thus, Sr+if t and

the reader retain their rights as the philosophical subject
even though the narrator, as in 'rThe Modest proposal" or in
the Fourth Voyage, is reCucing the human to object.

In the TRAVELS, hovrever, this metalanguage is founrl in
the traces of an older Ianguage whose historical referents
have been lost as we savr earlier in the discussion of sr,rif t's
use of Enmanuel College and in the discussion of the alLusions
contained within Lemuel Gulliverrs name. This disjunction
betÌ^reen an older language whose meanings have been lost, and

the primary language which i's used unconsciously by a speaker

or vrriter in the language is the distinction Saussure nakes

betr,¡een the synchronic and the diachronic dimensions of
language. Accordingly, Gulliver v¡rites his gospel as a

present=day witness oblívious to the historical process which

gave rise to the Christian witness and íts written scripture.
GulIiver, however, is trapped by his ignorance of this

older language. Gulliver, the linguist and. etynologist of
other cultures, has forgotten the doctrinaL etymologies of
this language whose vocabulary points to the Author of
creation, \{hose r¡lord guarantees the meaning of what we see and

what !,re say--valiclating both sense experience and

episternglogy.
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The logical anci sernantic traps into which his
discussion falls are ones in çrhich language makes no

distinction with reference to time; Aristotle is atways our

contemporary along v¡ith the Christian metaphysics which

rejects the world.view his logic presupposed. As a result,
words acquire a certain interchangeability. accordingty in the
TRAVELS, the words ,animalr and rcreaturer are simply

ínterchangeable variants thus allowing Gulliver to write that
the Houyhnhnms rrlooked upon it as a prodig]r, that a brute
Animal should discover such l4arks of a rational Creatr¡re"

t4. iii. ,2341 . However, this interchangeability of terms

violates the special logic and decorurn of this older language.

Accordingly, ít would be strange indeed to say in this
language that rÌ{an is the animal created in God's image.'

Although the sentence is a grammatiCally correct sentence in
the English language, it clearly violates the sense of two of
its key terns, if the vrords rcreated' and rGod, are to be

understood as meaningful têrms. Divorced from their
Judeo-Christian context, however, they become merely

linguistic fragments of a lost and forgotten Mosaic e<iif ice.
The apparent synonymity of these words can only be maintained

at the expense of falsifying their meanings or reducing the
metaphysics rvhich spalned them to rìoô=seDSê, the solution
proposed by log ical positivists.

However, if the meanings of thís older context are

retainecl , the semantic traps Gulliver fa1ls into r,¡hen trying
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to defend restricted versus universal senses of the rneaning of
t rational animal' can be amended. If vJe use Lhe Christian
metalanguage available rvithin the text and â1so to culliver lre

can fornulate a true statement about hunan beings which is an

accurâte representation of both the actual and the potential
in the human con<lition. Thus, we can say, l4an is the creature
created in God's image. In this formulation, ive retain the

notion that the human is a creature like aI1 other creatures

cod has made. But r,¡e also retain the uniqueness of the human

in the hierarchy of nature. The state.nent stil1 affirms the

human !o be part of the natural order, a creature, but not a

mere animal; further, it preserves the uniqueness of the

human, its speciaì. status in nature, not, however, on the

dubious basis of rationality, although that is irnplied, but on

the unigue relationship to the Creator.

Moreover, this formulation is also of the type 'Man is
a rational creature relative to situation S,' in that hunan

rationality is time+bound, relative to the Creation and the

EaIl. (This sense of being time bound gives the true sense in
rçhicb human beings must relate to the universe, rather than in
its parody, in the clockwork universe image<l by the argument

f ro:rì design. ) Accorcìing1y, the staternent, iqan .is an irrational
creature and also a rational creaturer nây be a Ínatter of
shame but does not violate absolute rationâlity as understood

by the Houyhnhnms r,¡ith their horror of contrarliction. Though,

sadJ-y perhaps, that horror itself is part of their unfallen
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condition. So might ire feel , had Adam and Eve made the right
inferences in Ecìen. But this failure of inference remains as

one of the syr,nntoms of the Fa11 and it is the one Sr+if t as

Christian teacher and preacher perpetually attacked, through
his elaborate constructions of false and fictional arguments

just veering on the edge of sensê, drawing our attention to
the ease with which we can rationalize our evil.

The problems created for GuIliver through Houyhnhnm

1ogíc r.emain, however, if the metalanguage of Christianity is
not available to the discussion. Thus, Arístotle coulcl be

stylerl as the Yahoo another yahoo called the "perfection of
nature.rrThe great philosopher, though a better logician, would

have been equally discomfited by the Houyhnhnm Master, and

would have farecl no better than the hapless Gutliver.
Since the problems pose<l fÒr Gulliver ancl for the

reader are posed by language bound to the natural order, and

by the human failure to live in obeclience to this orcler, any

changes in man and in language about man requíre a nmetonymic

agentrr to effect the transformation. The phrase is used by

Kroker and Cook in their discussion of the fai lures of
postmodernism to provide such an agent nhich will_ restore
meaning to modern discourse (Kroker lO9). Ir.onicatly, their
analysis overlooks the fact that Christianity has in fact just
such a metonymic agent in the figure of Christ. Moreover, it
overlooks the fact that Christianity acknowleclges the need for
just such a contingency. Thus, Christ on the cross is the
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metonymic agent who "stands for" aIl faIlen men and r.Jornen. The

substitution allor,¡s for a change in the inexorable logic
regarding human rationality. Before Christ' s crucifixion,
human reasoning could not help but concLude that in order to
be considered rational and good, one nust be perfect and have

been gerfect from one's birth. L,lith the crucifixion and the

resurrection, the logic is transformed, allor+ing human beings

IiteraIJ.y and netaphorically to changê their minds. The

:netanoia pro<luced by Christ aIlol,¡s each individual to
re=def ine the self .

The Tnetanoia of Christianity, its concept of "new

birLh", is rich in its meany meanings. But one aspect of its
rneaning is applicable to the problem presented Ìry the
IJouyhnhnm condemnation of the human. In Christianity, the

contradictory nature of the humari is accepted, but not as

unalterable. Hence, Peter can cleny Christ and yet grov¡ in
self=knowle<ìge from the failure to servê Christ. The metaphor

of new birth allows for :nistakes, for spiritual infancy
eventually leading to greater spiritual ¡0aturity. The organic
metaphor, unlike the logical either-or, aLlows one to separate

the sin from the sinner, as an accidental attributei one can

choose to change rather than accept as an, essential an<i

ineradicable part of human nature.

The energy of Sl¡ift's r,rriting, hor*ever, cornes from his
love of Iogic and rationality; it is the driving force of an

inner diaLectic of reasoning viith all its moral force and
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Iogical poerer. straining against the imaginary linits hurnan

beings place on their minds. One of the inany meanings of the

First Voyage, is that all human beings are too large for the

petty strictures placed on our words and actions by human

society. No matter what we substitute, no matter horv great its
value, how large its size it is stiIl less than cod.

Appropriately, the religion of Laputa is mathematics v¡ith its
systematic ¡nethod of assigning and substituting values. This,

however, is a parody of the substititionary atonenent of

Christ, a parody of the metonomy in which One stancls for Many.

Significantly, one of the meanings evoked by the nane, Laputa,

is putare, rto thinkr but with the further ímp1 ication of the

prostitution of the intellect, in which, despite careful
computation, one has underestimateci the true value and purpose

of oners gifts. This notion of miscalcuLation at the heart of

the prostitution metaphor deepens the satirical goint about

the Laputans who despite their devotion to the idea of

calculus, nevertheless, persistent in miscalculation. The

metaphor of mathematics draws to our attention that the

assignment of value and the positing of identity is arbitrary;
the metaphor of prostitution shows that sornething of lesser

vaLue has been substituted for something of gr.eat value. The

wealth, pover and glamour of Babylon is stil1 less than cod.

If culliver is the first modern man--goclless and in
despair',.=then Sç¡ift is the first postmodern artist, very much

açvare he is !.Jriting for a world which has lost its sense of a
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personal God, the personal Saviour of Christianity. Although

Swift is still writing within the Christian tradition, he is
a!,¡are that his reaCers are no longer reading lvith a sense of
vrhat constitutes the tradition. The difficulties are perhaps

better understood if we consider the case of PARADISE LOST.

Milton's poern is a unique work of art and stantls alone, but in
so far as it is a Christian poem it may be the last great
christian work in the sense that its author rvas sti11 vrriting
within a living Christian tradition, rather than using it for
mythic ancl literary purposes. After t4i1Lon, ít will be

PARAÐISE LOST which rvill serve as primary literary inspiration
rather than BiblicaI narrative. The poem r,¡ill become, Iike
Ovidrs METAMORPHOSES, a compendium for "the Christian myth."

The comparison r^¡ith PARADISE LOST is useful because

even the Christianity of Milton's .poem is probler.natic and

partakes of the same proble¡n of ironic context as do the
TRAVELS. PARADISII LOST can only be understood as a Christian
work, if it is read !vith a full theological awareness of the
i;nportance of Christ to the human situation, but not
necessarily to the poem. Thus, Milton and his readers are
f uLJ.y arvare of ironies ç¡hich are lost to both Adam and Satan

within the poen. Accorclingly, the reacler'.s arvareness of
Christrs significance is taken as a given. However, if the
poem is read the r¡¡ay an actor might hastily scan a script to
gauge the imoortance of his role, it is clear that the snake

hâs all the lines. Read literal1y, one notices the absence of
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ChrÍst rather than a presence charged vrith rnyriad unspoken

implications. Consequently, attention shifts to Satan as the
najor initiator of events and therefore the central character
of the poem and therefore its hero. That literate readers,
over a century later and yet within an ostensibly Christian
culture, could lose the key to the most obviously Christian
poem in the language is instructive. Blake' s reading or

nisreadíng is well known. She11ey, forgetting the triadic
Structure of Christianity rvhich sees Christ as mediator, sees

only the pernicious <lualism engencìered by the oppositÍon of
God and Satan.

In Swiftrs text, Christianity has retreated into the
background as myth, but its values and expectations persist
for both Gulliver and for the reader. The reacler's efforts to
grapple v¡ith terms wrenched out of their context, or Ehe

effort to restore the lost context==creates ì e situation
conducive to learning what Swift's apologetic v¡ants to teach.
In this sense, Srvif t,s text is postmodern in his awareness of
the significance of Ehe context in rvhich language and learning
take place. Mociern discussions of paradigns ancl doubte binci
paradoxes novr realize that unless the unspoken context is made

.explicit, what is being formulated may laÞse i.nto error. Thus

such discussions define context as "the stated or unstated
set of rules in which an event or retationship takes place',
(Berrnan 352). The text is thus postÍìodern in its linguistic
and games=playing sophistication. Holrever, it is also
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postÍnodern because Srvif t cloes not particípate at aI1 in the

optinism of the Romantics or of the victorians v¡ho believe<l in
the prophetic power of literature to change hearts and ¡ninds

and effect social reform. Gulliver is the ironic prophet, the
dysangel crying in the wil.derness of the post-Christiãn
culture to come. In the figure of Gulliver, Swift anticipates
the despair of Kierkegaard and of Nietzche, and his analysis
of alienation anticipates Hegel's ¡,!aster/slave analysis.
Moreover, he grasps far better than l,farx the philosophicaì. ancl

moral implications of the labor theory of vaJ.ue in v¡hich human

beings turn themselves ancl others into comnoCities. In the

country of the horses, Gulliverrs clothing anC his canoe ¡nade

from yahoo skins are the resuLÈ of "settLing my littLe
Oeconomy to rìy Heart I s oontent. I The optimism of the
Enlightenment as well as the prometheanism of Marx are

completely byoassed as Swift moves on to anticipate the actual
Õutcome of such theories rather than the glamorous hoped*for

outcome.

But Swift is also prophetic in seeing the problem posecì

for literature vrith the loss of the Christian paradigm. In
this he shares the concern of pope who saw the loss of
literary meaning in the victory of clullness, i.n a progressive

stultification of the inÈellect rvhich ç¡ou1d threaten
civilisatíon. Although Gulliver anticipates the lonely stance

of the romantic anci Satanic hero, Swift denies Gulliver the
glamour. The pricle of Lemuel Gulliver can blind us to the
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tragic humility of GuILiver. fror Gul,liver¡ hurnbty accepting

himself as'ta miserabfe yahoorr is far humbler than God r.rants

him to be. In thiè sense, the miserabLe sinner kneeling in
repentence has a stature and cìignity deniecl the miserable
yaboo despite the apparent simitarity. Thís is not to say that
Gulliver lacks the vice of pride, but rather that he mistakes

his vice for the virtue of humility. His pride in his own

cief inition anci his o\.rn stândard of the rational is so

important that he is willing to abolish hímseIf and the ruhole

human race rather than change this exalted conception of !,rhat

should constitute thê human. Failing to f incl it among humans,

he wouLd rather abdicate his sovereignty rather than change

his premises. There is a certain grandeur in so doing, rather
similar to the predicament of Milton's Satan. Sv¡if t, hol.iever,

denies Gulliver a tragic and romantic despair. ¡levertheless,

Gulliverrs self i:nposecl exiLe is the situation consciously
arloptecl by a host of misanthropic Byronic heros. Like
Gulliver, they, too, see mankinC in terms of an unthinking
animal herd and think of themselves as set apart, as outcast,
lone wo1f, or maverick. Byron's Manfred, like GuIliver, had

started out wanting to serve ¡nanki.nd but becomes rlisillusioned
at having to ttservett and rrsoothe ancl suerr to be tra Iiving
lierr in order to become:

A mighty thing amongst the mean, ancl such
the mass are; I Cisdain,d to minqle rvith
the herd though to be a leader*-ãnd of !¿oÌves.
The lion is alone and so am I. (Manfred, lII ,i, l20=3)
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Byronrs images of animals and herd are "mere1y"
¡netaÞhor; they are preerninently â literary conceit. The herrl

rnetaphor is used to dismiss humanity and to valorise the
lonely stance adopted tohrard comrnunity. Once the point has

been made, the nisanthropy becomes submerged in a cosmic, but

essentially literary, pessimism. Eor Sr^rift, however, the image

of man as animal is more than metaphor; it is the nes¡

rnetonymy, in which man ç¡i lI be no more than anirnal.
|levertheless, the differences in the comparison v¡ith the

seemingly - positive Romantic hero should not obscure the
essential i-nsight on Swif tts part that this r,¡ould be the

emerging paradigm. Unlike subsequent poets and philosophers

who will attempt to invest this stance tovrard cod, rnan and the

universe with a mythic status, Swift sees the pose as

unnatural and perverse and emphasizes its the absurdity v¡hile
exposing its essential nihilism. Significantly, the Byronic
hero is an ironist, consciousLy a<iopting a sardonic pose,

knowing he is doomed to fail but too proud bo compromise.

Accorclíngly, this Satanic pose acquires a glamour, derived

from the very perversity of the atte¡npt. Interestingly enough,

this irony is very different from that of Sr,¡ift and

Kierkegaard who see that the Byronic hero., for alI his
apparent unorthodoxy, nevertheless remains ç¡rapped in the

mantle of the orthodox Christian paracligm. Such ironic poses

are adopted as a defense, as a mask. Swift, hovrever, uses

irony as a lvay of exposing the probJ.em rather than as a vray of
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living ç¡ith it.
nccorciingly, the problem is left in its most acute

form in swift, who riespite considerable mythopoeic powers as

1iÈerary artist, nevertheless rejects the comoromise (and atso
the temptation) afforded by literature to create a new myth

for reconciLing man and nature. In this, Srvif t stancls apart
from the soLution offered by Blake and the Romantics. It is
Gulliver, the literary pilgrim, who gives us his unrornantic

version of thê secular scripture in a1l its terrifying
realism. Sv¡ift is hoping that the bleak landscape, the
desacralized cosmos of the Fourth Volrage, will force readers

to rediscover the reconciliation offered by Christ. As a

resul t the TRA.VELS rema i n an anornaly in the I i terary
mainstream, despite their stringent irony. ?thile the modern

temper has become accli¡¡atised to irony, and has aCopted it as

the prevailÍng mode, this is accompaniecl by an easy acceptance

of pluralism. The severe either-or of Swift's argument, seerns

alien and also excessive, because it is perceived as belonging
to the scholastic ternper and to a Christian metaphysics.

I'todern irony then is irreverent; ít is a bravado which

is a method of self-saLvation, a way of salvaging sornething

from the wreckage of human hopes. Irony acknowleciges the loss
but shrugs off the pain as part of the given of the human

condition. The salvation of Christ is too good to be true and

therefore must be resisted, must be cliscarded as an outrvorn

nyth, part of the childhood and adolescence of civilisation.
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To this conception of rradultrr, stoical r long-su¡fering is
opposed the childish fairy ta1e, the niraculous salvation by

Christ, an opposition replete ç¡ith its or,?n ironies. In his

essay on the genre of fantasy, Tolkein identif ie.s this
'reucatastropherr as the peculiar pleasure of fairy tale, and

ca11s Christianity the fairy tale alI Íìen hope is true
(Tolk i en, 207).

Sv¡iftian irony then is irreverent of r,rorldly values,

irreverent of the claims of rationalism as the highest good,

but this irreeverance performs an essentially restorative
function. This is irony not as nihilism but as initiation,
what Kierkegaard caIls the baptism of irony in the closing
pages of his COIICEPT OF IRONy. Significantly., that discussion

shows the dialectic betr^¡een,two kincls of ironist, the ancient
and the modern: between Socrates . and Christ, between the

dialectic of the Platonic dialogue and Christian parable. For

Fredrich SchLegel , 'rnovels are the Socratic dialogues of our

time" (Carroll 2lOn6). But in the fictional narrative of
GULLIVERTS TRAVELS, the struggle between phi Iosophy and a

would+be gospel result in a mis-begotten hybrici which clef ies
fictional and also satiric norms, and the expectations of
genre. Thus, F.R. Leavis has critic.ised Swift 

.f 
or his negative

irony which destroys but which does not offer any positíves.
t{hat Leavis is noticing is that having first set up one utopia
âfter anoÈher only to shorr they ere dystopias, Sç¡ift seerns to
have left the reader with very litt1e after all. But this
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ignores one of the effects of the TR.AVELS which is that it
restores a sense of woncler once sre have returned hone.

Chesterton has remarked that in fairy tales rivers run v¡ith
v¡ine in order to remind us of the miraculous fact of e/ater;

that trees abound with golcl and silver apples to startle us

into noticing the ç¡onder of real apples. And so in his
travels, Gulliver needs to see horses threading neeclles as

well as the wonder of Lilliputians sewing with invisíble
needles and invisible thread, in order to appreciate the

extraordinary siqht of 1itt1e Betty plying her needle. ,!ve need

to see miniature furniture and giant furniture to see the

miracle of ordinary chairs and tables. Throughout the voyages,

the unobtrus ive Þresence of a whole host of anonymous

carpenters and joiners ancl qabinet makers cumulatively forces
on the reader the dawning realization of the divine status of
the craft. There is humour and hu¡nility in the fact that rvhile
only God can make a tree, onJ.y a human carpenter could teach

the Son to make a table. In the TRAVELS, it is not the exotic
and the strange v¡hich is marvellous but rather the wonder of
the human, the craftsrnanship, the poesis possible rvhen

creatures have hands with opposable thu¡nbs instead of hooves.

Tables, chairs, the embrace of a vrife, .Lhe sharing of
fellowship in communion and communÍty=-seem a paradise in a

fallen world. It is a homely truth nhich cnLliver cannot see,

tied up as he is in "visionary schernes.'r If the satire is
virulent, it is also restorative. Ultinately, Sç,¡if trs irony
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having turned the vrorld upside doln shovrs that it h,as our

vision which had originalty inverted it=.irony.has made those
r.¡ho can sêe, see. The r.rorld has not changed, but the
perception has changed and therefore everything has changerì.

The lines from Eliot's "Little Gidding', put it best:

t,¡e shall not cease from exnloration
And the end of all our exploringr¡Jill be to arrive where v¡e started
And to know the place for the first time.

Sarnuel Johnson said of cULLIVEIìrS TRA\ZELS that
had thought of biq men and little ¡nen it vras eâsy to
the rest. It is entirely appropriate that the key to
unorthodox apologetics should also be as dazzlingly
once the reader has thought of the One greater ¡1an, it
to do all the rest.

once one

do al1

Swift's

s inple.

is easy
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